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Falls are the second leading cause of accidental or unintentional injury deaths worldwide 
among older adults. Although researchers extensively studied the risk factors of falls, 
there were limit studies focus on the impact of medication effects, and gait performance 
on the falls among cognitively impaired elderly. This study fills the gap and aims to 
understand: 1) the risk factors associated with occurrence of fall between older adults 
with cognitive impairment and the overall older adults, 2) the association between gait 
performance and falls 3) the association between the use of central nervous system (CNS) 
medications and falls, and 4) the mediation effect of gait performance on the relationship 
between the use of CNS medications and falls. The study used a longitudinal cohort 
design that included five years of data from elderly participants in the NIA Health Aging 
and Body Composition (HealthABC) study. This study used Generalized Estimating 
Equation and path analysis to test the proposed associations. The findings demonstrate 
that risk factors for older adults with cognitive impairment were different from the 
general population. Indeed, gender, depression symptom score, cognitive function score, 
the use of CNS medication, and narrow walking speed were significantly associated with 
the occurrence of falls among older adults. For the cognitively impaired older adults, 
study result only supported that there was a statistically significant association between 
usual walking speed and falls. For cognitive impaired older adults, who had faster usual 
walking speed was less likely to fall, with an odds ratio of 0.18 and 95% CI (0.04, 0.84). 
In addition, cognitively normal older adults who were taking CNS medication had a 
higher risk of a fall compared with the odds ratio of 1.36, 95% CI (1.01, 1.85). Finally, 
the study did not support that gait performance as a mediator between the use of CNS 
 viii 
medication and falls among older adults over time. In summary, the study results 
confirmed that risk factors associated with falls among cognitively impaired older adults 
were different from the general older adults. It is crucial to evaluate fall risks included 
multiple factors in the assessment tool. The study findings support the use of a 
comprehensive fall risk assessment tool that including multiple risk factors to evaluate 
fall risk among older adults. 
 
Key words:  Falls, Risk factors, Older adults, Cognitively impaired, Gait performance, 
Use of central nervous system medication
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Chapter One: Introduction 
Background 
Falls are one of the major public health concerns among older adults (Kannus, 
1999; Scuffham, 2003). In fact, falls are the leading causes of injuries among the elderly 
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016; Rubenstein, 2006). During the past 
decade, the senior population has significantly increased in the U.S. The 2014 census data 
indicated that the population of adults aged 65 years and older is approximately 46.2 
million, an increase of 28% compared with the year 2004 (Administration of Aging, 
2015). This senior population represents 14.5% of the U.S. population, 
which means that one of every seven Americans is over the age of 65 (AOA, 2015). Due 
to the baby boomers reaching the age of 65 in 2011, the older population will continue to 
grow significantly (Ortman, Velkoff & Hogan, 2014). The growing number of older 
adults in the U.S. presents many challenges to policymakers, healthcare providers, 
families, and communities. 
Society will be challenged to meet the growing demands of older adults as their 
health and wellness needs begin to increase. According to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, 29 million falls were reported among older adults in America in 2014 
(Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). Medicare spending related to falls has 
increased rapidly during the past few years. Annually, approximately seven million fall-
related injuries and $31 billion in Medicare spending are associated with fall injuries 
(CDC, 2016).   
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More than a third of older adults fall each year and suffer fatal and non-fatal 
injuries (Tinetti, Speechley, & Ginter, 1988; Hornbrook et al., 1994). One out of five falls 
causes a serious injury, such as broken bones or a head injury (Nevitt, Cummings, & 
Hudes, 1991; Alexander, Rivara, & Wolf, 1992; Sterling, O'Connor, & Bonadies, 2001; 
Kannus, SievÃnen, Palvanen, JÃrvinen, & Parkkari, 2005). Hip fractures are the most 
common disabling consequence of falling. Older adults are likely to have fear of falling 
after their first serious fall, which may negatively affect their quality of life (Sherrington 
et al., 2008). The consequences of a fear of falling include falling, restriction or 
avoidance of daily activities, loss of independence, reduction in social activity, and 
depression (Nevitt, 1989; Yardley et al., 2005).  In addition, the cost of fall 
hospitalizations and institutionalizations places an increasing financial burden on the 
healthcare system as well as older adults and their families (Stevens, Corso, Finkelstein, 
& Miller, 2006; Sorensen et al., 2006; Quigley et al., 2011; CDC, 2016). In the United 
States, direct medical costs for fatal fall injuries among adults 65 and older rose from 
$616.5 million to $637.5 million between 2012 and 2015 (Burn, Steven, &Lee, 2016). In 
addition, direct medical costs for non-fatal injuries increased from $30.3 billion to  $31.3 
billion in 2015, and the average cost of medically treated falls was $9780 (Burn, Steven, 
&Lee, 2016). In summary, falls not only have a negative impact on older adults’ quality 
of life after they present in the ER due to a fall incident but also cost significant 
healthcare resources (Hartholt et al. 2011). In order to develop an effective fall 
prevention plan, it is important to indicate the risk factors associated with older adults. In 
the past decades, numerous studies have investigated the risk factors associated with falls 
among the elderly. Researchers have addressed both intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors 
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associated with falls. For example, there are intrinsic factors associated with falls such as 
physical function decline, visual problems, depression, muscle weakness and cognitive 
impairment (Cumming, Salkeld, Thomas, & Szonyi, 2000; Dite & Temple, 2002; 
Bergland, 2004; Laessoe, Hoeck, Simonsen, Sinkjaer, & Voigt, 2007). Extrinsic factors 
such as environmental hazards and medication usage are also related to the risk of falling 
(Bergland, 2004; Laessoe, Hoeck, Simonsen, Sinkjaer, & Voigt, 2007). Overall, older 
adults are more likely to experience fall injuries, and the risk of falling increases, as they 
get older. Advanced aging is closely associated with musculoskeletal, central nervous 
system and sensory decline, which influence balance control among older adults 
(American Geriatrics Society, Geriatrics Society, & American Academy of Orthopaedic 
Surgeons Panel On Falls Prevention, 2001). As a result, aging has negative impacts that 
increase the morbidity and mortality associated with falls in the elderly population 
(American Geriatrics Society, Geriatrics Society, & American Academy of Orthopaedic 
Surgeons Panel On Falls Prevention, 2001). A study found that older adults are more 
likely to slip as their age increases (Lockhart, Woldstad, & Smith, 2003). Balance control, 
an important factor related to risk of falling, decreases when people get older  (Lockhart, 
Woldstad, & Smith, 2003; Bird, Pittaway, Cuisick, Rattray, & Ahuja, 2013).  
Furthermore, significant numbers of older adults in the community are affected 
by cognitive impairment  (Kallin, Gustafson, Sandman, & Karlsson, 2005; Eriksson, 
Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008). Risk factors that need to be addressed among 
cognitively impaired elderly might be different from older adults without cognitive 
impairment. However, studies on risk factors associated with falls among cognitively 
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impaired elderly, especially using longitudinal data to analyze the medication effects on 
gait performance and risk of falls have not been widely conducted.                
This study adopted the Web of Causation theory and Neuman’s Systems theory 
to examine the factors associated with falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. 
The Web of Causation theory is often used in the epidemiology. MacMohan, Pugh and 
Ipsen (1960) proposed the theory and claimed that disease never depends upon a single 
isolated cause instead it develops from a chain of causation in which each link itself is a 
result of a complex interaction of preceding events. This chain of causation, which may 
be the fraction of the whole complex, is known as Web of Causation. Under this theory, 
we propose that the incidence of falls is the outcome of the interaction of multiple factors. 
Therefore, we need to consider all the risk factors associated with falls as well as how the 
factors interact with each other. At the same time, Neuman’s Systems theory is often used 
in healthcare research to examine the risk factors of falls. Betty Neuman developed the 
Neuman Systems Model (NSM) in 1970. Under this theory, the client is an open system 
that interacts and adapts to internal and external stressors (Reed & Neuman, 1993). The 
client can be an individual, a family, a group, a community, or a social entity. An 
important assumption of the Neuman theory is “each client system is unique, it is a 
composite of factors and characteristics within a given range of responses.” In this theory, 
Neuman defines the patients’ environments as a consolidation of internal and external 
forces (Neuman & Fawcett, 2012).  
In addition, human beings can be characterized into five variables: physiological, 
psychological, sociocultural, spiritual, and function. The model addresses the relationship 
between a client’s personal factors and the environment, taking into account the many 
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stressors that work against the body’s line of defense. How stressors interact can affect 
whether or not the line of defense is breached, and if the patient will, therefore, be at risk 
for a variation in health. In addition, compensating for alteration in the environment 
might in turn promote and maintain wellness (Haggart, 1993). Risk of falls can be 
explained based on Neuman’s System Model. Interaction of the number of stressors may 
affect the individual’s lines of defense. In fact, risks of falls are closely related to a 
number of risk factors. Neuman and Fawcett (2012) claim that increasing the number of 
risk factors will increase the risk of falls. In summary, we aim to investigate the risk 
factors associated with falls among older adults with cognitive impairment and how 
medication effect and gait parameters interact and impact the outcome of falls.     
Research Problems 
Identifying risk factors for falls is an important step in developing a sufficient 
fall prevention plan for older adults. Previous researchers have indicated some risk 
factors that are associated with falls, such as gait problems, dizziness, and medication 
effects (Tinetti, Williams, & Mayewski, 1986; Connell & Wolf, 1997; Stalenhoef, 
Diederiks, Witte, Schiricke, & Crebolder, 1999; Brandt, 2003; Ambrose, Paul, & 
Hausdorff, 2013). However, there might be different risk factors that influence the risk of 
falls for older adults with cognitive impairment than for older adults without cognitive 
impairment. Older adults with cognitive impairment are more likely to fall than those 
without cognitive impairment: their incidence of falls is twice as high as that of normal 
cognition older adults (Shaw et al., 2003). The researcher found that older adults with 
cognitive impairment had different characteristics and risk factors than cognitively 
normal older adults (Shaw, 2003; Fernando, Fraser, Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-Hunter, 
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2017). For example, older adults with cognitive impairment had more severity of gait 
impairment and balance problems than the general population (Taylor, Lord, Delbaere, 
Mikolaizak, & Close, 2012). Several research studies found that cognitive impairment is 
associated with gait performance and risk of falls among older adults (Gleason, Gangnon, 
Fischer, & Mahoney, 2009; Nazir, Mueller, Perkins, & Arling, 2012; Amboni, Barone, & 
Hausdorff, 2013). The most recent study showed that cognitive impairment negatively 
influences gait control and increase the risk of falls among older adults (Kikkert et al., 
2017). In addition, a study found that the association between gait and falls was mediated 
by sensorimotor function (Taylor et al., 2012). Compared with cognitively healthy older 
adults, the association between gait performance and falls seems less straightforward 
among cognitively impaired older adults (Fernando, Fraser, Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-
Hunter, 2017). Researchers indicated that adding cognition and gait dynamics in fall risk 
assessment would increase sensitivity (Kikkert et al., 2017). 
Among cognitively impaired older adults, there is debate about how cognitive 
function is associated with the risk of falling. One study recommended that there is no 
need to evaluate the severity of cognitive impairment in the absence of dementia (Kenny 
et al., 2011). Studies have analyzed the relationship between cognitive impairment and 
the risk of falls among community-dwelling older adults without separating the severity 
of cognitive impairment (Vassallo et al., 2009; Delbaere et al., 2012). On the other hand, 
some studies have indicated that cognitive impairment levels are associated with the risk 
of falling (Mirelman et al., 2012; Nazir, Mueller, Perkins, & Arling, 2012). Nazir, 
Mueller, Perkins and Arling (2012) found that falls have a nonlinear association with 
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levels of cognitive impairment. There is a need for further research on the association 
between risk factors and falls among the older adults with cognitive impairment.  
Previous studies found that most of older adults receive medications daily. 
Medication use could be considered as both an intrinsic and extrinsic factor associated 
with falls. There are diverse studies that address the association between medications and 
falls among older adults (Gales & Menard, 1995; Mendelson, 1996; Tromp et al., 2001; 
Hanlon et al., 2009; Min, Nadpara, & Slattum, 2016). One-study results show the risk of 
fall four times higher in the group of residents, who took between five and nine 
medications (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). The study grouped the medications in 
different classes. Benzodiazepines and analgesics had substantial contributions to the 
prevalence of falls (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). The study concluded similar results 
as previous research that the number of medications was associated with risk of falls. In 
addition, a study found that starting new drugs such as benzodiazepines or antipsychotics 
increased the risk of falls among high-risk populations (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). 
The most recent study investigating the fall risk after medication use among hospitalized 
patients consistently found a medication-related risk factor for falls. The study grouped 
the medications into four major groups: central nervous system, cardiovascular system, 
and hormones and drugs used in the treatment of endocrinal diseases (Costa-Dias et al., 
2014). The study results showed that patients who received medications from the central 
nervous system group have a higher risk of falls (Costa-Dias et al., 2014). In addition, 
Min and colleagues developed a cross-sectional study, which found that sleep 
medications would increase the risk of falls among community-dwelling adults (Min, 
Nadpara, & Slattum, 2016). However, this study data source was based on self-reported 
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information and did not clearly define falls in the survey. In another study, researchers 
found an association between daily doses of central nervous system medications and 
recurrent falls among older adults (Hanlon et al., 2009). Older adults who had taken 
higher total daily doses of central nervous system medication had a higher risk of 
recurrent falls (Hanlon et al., 2009). After reviewing previous studies, we notice that 
medication is an important risk factor of falls that needs to be addressed among general 
older adults. However, there are a limited number of studies that target cognitively 
impaired older adults in community-living. These older adults with cognitive impairment 
were taking more medications than cognitively normal older adults (Shaw, 2003; 
Fernando, Fraser, Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-Hunter, 2017). There is a need for further 
study to examine the association between medication usage and incident falls over time 
among community-living older adults with cognitive impairment. 
After a review of the literature, we noticed that a number of studies discussed 
how gait dynamic is associated with risk of falls among older adults (Maki & Mcilroy, 
1999; Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 2001; Verghese, Holtzer, Lipton, & Wang, 2009). 
For example, a study indicated that stride-to stride variability in speed is significantly 
associated with falls (Maki & Mcilroy, 1999). Older adults with increased stride-to-stride 
fluctuations were more likely to experience multiple falls (Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 
2001). The research suggested measures of gait variability could be used to predict future 
falls (Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 2001). In addition, researchers also indicated that 
older adults with slower gait speed had a higher risk of falls (Verghese, Holtzer, Lipton, 
& Wang, 2009). On the other hand, we noticed gait performance is not only associated 
with aging but also influenced by medication usage (Beijersbergen, Granacher, 
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Vandervoort, Devita, & Hortobágyi, 2013;; Naples et al., 2016). A most recent study 
examined the impact of medication on gait speed among community-dwelling older 
adults (Naples et al., 2016). A study found that drug interactions increased the risk of gait 
speed decline among older adults (Naples et al., 2016). There are limited studies that 
investigate the association between medication, gait performance and risk of fall among 
older adults. A researcher found that higher doses of psychotropic drugs had negative 
effects on postural control and increased the risk of fall among older adults (De Groot et 
al., 2013). However, a recent cross-sectional study found no significant association 
between the use of psychotropic drugs and gait parameters among frail elderly (De Groot 
et al., 2016). There is a need for further longitudinal study to exam the association 
between medication, gait performance and risk of fall.  
It is challenging to understand and distinguish multiple, interrelated factors 
associated with the risk of falls. The aim of this study is to understand the risk factors 
associated with occurrence of fall and any differences, which appear to exist between 
older adults with cognitive impairment and those without cognitive impairment. 
Furthermore, our study aims to explore the association between gait, medication effects 
and falls. The research questions for the study are: 
x What are the risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among older 
adults identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in Memphis 
and Pittsburgh? 
x Are risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among the older adults 
with cognitive impairment different from general older adult sample identified 
from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
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x What is the association between gait performances and falls among cognitively 
normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults identified from 
population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
x What is the association between taking CNS medication and falls among 
cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults identified 
from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
x Does gait performance have a mediating effect on the relationship between the 
use of CNS medication and the occurrence of falls among older adults identified 
from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
Significance of the Research Problems 
One of the major health risks among seniors is falls (Rizzo et al., 1998; Masud, 
& Morris, 2001).  Health care costs associated with falls are increasing worldwide, and 
older people with mental health conditions are associated with higher costs than the 
general population of older people (Finkelstein, Prabhu, & Chen, 2007). Therefore, there 
is need for exploring risk factors that target the elderly with cognitive impairment. 
Understanding the risk factors of falls is important for three main reasons: the mobility 
and mortality rate related to falls, the financial burden associated with falls, and the 
quality of care provided by practitioners. 
Falling is one of the major causes of injuries, disability, and death among older 
adults. Several serious consequences are result from falls. Older adults are more likely to 
have fractures, and serious injuries when they fall (Masud, & Morris, 2001). In addition, 
previous studies found that 12% of elderly patients have a new related fracture within one 
year after their first hip fracture and 31% die as a consequence (Rapp, Becker, Lamb, 
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Icks, & Klenk, 2008; Berry et al., 2008). A longitudinal study indicated that 70% of older 
adults had a physical injury, and 23.5% of community- dwelling older adults required 
health care services after their falls (Stel et al., 2004). In addition, more than 30% of older 
adults reported functional decline after falling (Russell, Hill, Blackberry, Day, & 
Dharmage, 2006). Many of the elderly are more likely to lose independence after serious 
falls. Many elderly develop a fear of falling (Vellas, Wayne, Romero, Baumgartner, & 
Garry, 1997). Many elderly reported a significant decrease in daily activities. As a result, 
fall-related injuries negatively impact the quality of life among the elderly (Tinetti, 1993; 
Cumming, Salkeld, Thomas, & Szonyi, 2000). Moreover, many of the elderly experience 
repeated falls, which increase their risk of death after their first fall. Several studies have 
determined preventive interventions that are effective in decreasing the incidence of falls 
among community-dwelling elders (Kempton, 2000; Gillespie et al., 2012). However, the 
fall prevention strategies for community-dwelling elders did not target older adults with 
cognitive impairment. Cognitively impaired elderly are more likely to fall than healthy 
older adults (Doorn et al., 2003; Martin, Slyk, Deymann, & Cornacchione, 2003). In 
addition, cognitively impaired elderly are more likely to develop hip fractures based on 
a number of reasons such as poor bone density, lower weight, and malnutrition (Guo, 
Wills, Viitanen, Fastbom, & Winblad, 1998). Therefore, exploring risk factors of falls 
target older adults with cognitive impairment can help to reduce their incidence rate of 
falls. 
One important reason for the understanding risk factors associated with falls and 
improving fall prevention is high medical expenditures (Stevens, Corso, Finkelstein, & 
Miller, 2006; Sorensen et al., 2006; Quigley et al., 2011). Studies reported that there were 
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about 10,300 fatal fall injuries in 2000 (Fonad, Wahlin, Winblad, Emami, & Sandmark, 
2007). The total cost of those injuries was about $179 million (Fonad, Wahlin, Winblad, 
Emami, & Sandmark, 2007). Fractures and internal injuries contributed to nearly 70% of 
the fatal injuries and 73% of injury costs (Stevens, Corso, Finkelstein, & Miller, 2006). In 
addition, a total of $19 million was associated with non-fatal injuries (Stevens, Corso, 
Finkelstein, & Miller, 2006). Studies found that 10-25% of institutional falls result in 
fractures or hospitalization (Vu, Weintraub, & Rubenstein, 2004). Lifetime costs related 
to fall injuries in older people was $111 billion in 2010 (Verma et al., 2016). Falls and 
interrelated injuries accounted for 30% of the total cost of injuries (Corso, Finkelstein, 
Miller, Fiebelkorn, & Zaloshnja, 2015).  Researchers claim that the average cost of 
a typical fall is $1892. Studies reported that fall-related injuries cost an average 
of $31,507 per admission (Quigley et al., 2011). Therefore, the high medical cost related 
to falls is significant for older adults. Reducing the incidence rate of falls can relieve the 
economic burden on the healthcare system. 
There are multiple factors associated with the risk of falls among the elderly 
with mental health issues. Knowledge of these research results would assist caregivers in 
promoting knowledge and improving the quality of care. For example, one of important 
risk factors that need to be addressed is medication usage. Drug use among the elderly 
has grown in the past decades. Approximately 72% of the elderly take at least one drug. 
Indeed, evidence shows that drug prescriptions may increase the risk of falls (Echt, 
Samelson, Hannan, Dufour, & Berry, 2013). Psychotropic medication is a common 
treatment for mental issues among the elderly. In fact, psychotropic medications are 
associated with a 20-70% increased risk of falls (Leipzig, Cumming, & Tinetti, 1999; 
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Woolcott, 2009). Therefore, it is important for understanding the association between 
medication and falls among older adults. Also, there is need for investigate the possible 
mediation effect of gait performance between medication and falls.  
Theoretical Framework 
The Web of Causation theory and Neuman Systems Model (NSM) guide the 
study. The Web of Causation Theory is one of the common theories used in 
epidemiology. Under the Web of Causation, disease is a result of the complex interaction 
of multiple factors. In this study, we consider falls as the outcome of the interaction of 
multiple factors. Therefore, in order to better understand the incidence of falls, we need 
to consider multiple risk factors and interaction between those risk factors. This study 
used the NSM as the conceptual model to examine different risk factors of falls. The 
NSM postulates that an individual is an open system that interacts and adapts to internal 
and external stressors (Neuman & Fawcett, 2012). The core of the individual organism is 
the basic survival mechanism. There are three lines of defense to protect the core. The 
individual’s wellness is equal to the system stability (Knight, 1990). This study aims to 
elucidate the potential stressors of falls and offer comprehensive guidance on how those 
stressors serve as or affect the risk of falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. 
Falls are a result of one or multiple stressors, and primary prevention aims to strengthen 
the flexible lines of defense and to prevent falls before they occur. Examining the various 
risk factors may assist in explaining the prevalence of falls among the elderly with 
cognitive impairments. Secondary prevention and tertiary prevention aim to reduce the 
impact of injury that has already occurred. For this stage, the study focuses on how to 
prevent repeat falls by investigating the stressors related to repeat falls and examining the 
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association between medical treatment for cognitive impairment, gait performance and 
the incidence of falls. The theoretical framework is the basis for the hypothesis of this 
study. The following are the hypotheses tested in the study:  
RQ1:  What are the risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among older 
adults identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in Memphis and 
Pittsburgh? 
H1: There are the factors are statistically significantly associated with the 
occurrence of falls among older adults.  
RQ2:  Are risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among the older adults 
with cognitive impairment different from general older adult sample identified from 
population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
H2: The risk factors associated with occurrence of falls between older adults with 
cognitive impairment are different from general older adults  
RQ3:  What is the association between gait performances and falls among cognitively 
normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults identified from population-
based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
H3: Usual walking speed is associated with falls among cognitively normal older 
adults. 
H4: Narrow walking speed is associated with falls among cognitively normal older 
adults. 
H5: Usual walking speed is associated with falls among cognitively impaired older 
adults. 
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H6: Narrow walking speed is associated with falls among cognitively impaired 
older adults. 
H7: Change in walking speed is associated with falls among cognitively normal 
older adults. 
H8: Change in walking speed is associated with falls among cognitively impaired 
older adults. 
RQ4: What is the association between taking CNS medication and falls among 
cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults identified from 
population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
H9: Cognitively normal older adults who are taking CNS medications have a 
higher risk of falls. 
H10: Cognitively impaired older adults who are taking CNS medications have a 
higher risk of falls. 
RQ5:  Does gait performance have a mediating effect on the relationship between the use 
of CNS medication and the occurrence of falls among older adults identified from 
population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
H11: Gait performance has a mediating effect on the relationship between the use 
of CNS medication and falls among older adults. 
Limitations in the Current Research 
The current research on falls among the elderly has several weaknesses. Based 
on the literature review, we notice that many falls are preventable. There exists a lack of 
studies that target the elderly with cognitive impairment. Risk factors of fall injury may 
be different between elderly with and without cognitive impairment. Cognitive function 
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issues may arise when individuals get older. Studies have found that dementia is an 
independent risk factor associated with falls (Doorn et al., 2003). Also, some 
studies document the fact that dementia has a negative impact on gait, eyesight, and 
the ability to avoid hazards (Buchner & Larson, 1987;Rubenstein, 1997). The prevalence 
of dementia has grown rapidly during the past decades (Ferri et al., 2005). Older adults 
with dementia are more likely to have fall-related injuries, resulting in higher medical 
costs. Several studies discuss falls among cognitively impaired elders (Shaw, 2003; 
Sheridan & Hausdorff, 2007). There is limited research focusing on fall risk factors in 
this particular population. Moreover, we found very few studies that examined the risk 
factors of falls associated with this population. Previous studies reported eight categories 
of risk factors in older adults with dementia (Härlein, Dassen, Halfens, & Heinze, 2009). 
Some studies addressed the way medication affects falls in this population (Salonoja, 
Salminen, Vahlberg, Aarnio& Kivela, 2012; Echt, Samelson, Hannan, Dufour, & Berry, 
2013). The most recent study developed by Siswo and his colleague found that older 
adults with cognitive impairment, especially attention issues, had a higher risk of falls 
(Siswo et al, 2017). However, as the study used data from only two nursing homes, the 
study has a limitation on generalizability. There is a need for further studies to investigate 
the risk factors associated with falls among cognitively impaired older adults and test 
whether the risk factors are different from the general population. 
Furthermore, there are also limitations related to research design. Previous 
studies used a cross-sectional study design, might lack representativeness. Researchers 
only investigate risk factors of falls at a single point of time. It is not able to investigate 
the changes of phenomena over time. Besides, the study will not be able to test the 
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mediation effect without using path analysis. Therefore, there was a limitation of testing 
mediation effect in previous studies.  Finally, there were limitations of risk factors 
include in the study. There could be other factors associated with the risk of falls. Further 
study needs to include additional factors. 
Summary of Contributions 
The goal of this study is to fill the research gap of falls studies, which target the 
elderly with cognitive impairment by using HealthABC data. Understanding the risk 
factors associated with older adults with cognitive impairment can promote the quality of 
care in the future. This study used the Web of Causation Theory and the Neuman 
Systems Model (NSM) to develop the conceptual framework. Based on Web of 
Causation Theory, the incidence of falls never depends upon a single isolated cause; 
rather it results from the interaction of multiple factors. Therefore, it is important to 
indicate different risk factors and associations between different factors. For this reason, 
we proposed testing different factors associated with falls. Under the NSM, a patient’s 
health is a continuum of wellness to illness that is dynamic in nature and is continuously 
changing (Ahmadi & Sadeghi, 2017). In addition, the patients are viewed as dynamic 
beings that interact with different stressors. The individual’s health will be in danger 
when the stressors breach the defense line. The NSM can be applied to interpret the risk 
factors of falls. Various risk factors of falls as stressors interact to breach the defense line 
of patients. In fact, a higher number of stressors increase the risk of falls (Titler, Shever, 
Kanak, Picone, & Qin, 2011). We noticed that there are a limited number of studies, 
which address the effects of medication on the elderly with cognitive impairment and 
effects on gait performance that are associated with the risk of falls. The finding of this 
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study can help health providers better understand the risk factors that associated with falls 
among older adults with cognitive impairment. More importantly, it provides more inside 
views of the association between medical treatment for cognitive impairment, gait 
performance, and the incidence of falls.         
Organization of Study 
Chapter 1 outlines the background of the study, the research problems related to the study, 
the theoretical framework, the contribution and significance of the study, the research 
questions and hypotheses it intends to test. 
Chapter 2 provides a review of the study and the literature that addresses the risk of falls 
among older adults. This chapter includes the following sections: the literature on the 
prevalence of falls, conceptualizing falls, studies on falls, current fall prevention, gaps 
in the literature, the theoretical framework. 
Chapter 3 presents the methodology and defines the study design, the participants, 
the data sources, the samples, the units of analysis and measurement, and the data 
analysis. It also includes a test of the hypotheses. 
Chapter 4 presents the results and findings of the study and offers a summary of the 
findings. 
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and a discussion of the study. It also acknowledges 






Chapter Two: Literature review 
Define Falls 
Falls are one of the major public health concerns among the older adults 
(Kannus, 1999; Scuffham, 2003). In fact, falls are the leading causes of injuries among 
the elderly (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016; Rubenstein, 2006). 
Therefore, falls and fall prevention among the elderly are important topics in public 
health research. There has been much research surrounding these topics during the past 
decades. The discussion of falls should start from an operational definition. How to 
define falls and how to distinguish the falls we plan to prevent is important. The World 
Health Organization (WHO) defines a fall as “an event, which results in a person coming 
to rest inadvertently on the ground or floor or other lower level”. This definition is 
broadly used in many studies, leaving room for different interpretations of falls. 
Researchers addressed the fact that it is important to appropriately define a fall. Clear 
definition of falls can promote commutation and transformation of information between 
patients and health care providers and between researchers (Zecevic, Salmoni, Speechley, 
& Vandervoort, 2006). For example, older adults view a fall as a loss of balance, while 
health care providers focus on the injuries resulting from the events (Zecevic, Salmoni, 
Speechley, & Vandervoort, 2006). Therefore, older people's reports of their own falls 
might differ from the description from their health care professional (Zecevic, Salmoni, 
Speechley, & Vandervoort, 2006).   
We notice that previous studies have had different definitions of falls and fall-
related injuries (Close et al., 1999; Masud & Morris, 2001; Staggs, Davidson, Dunton, & 
Crosser, 2015). Tinetti, Speechley, and Ginter (1988) defined a fall as “an event, which 
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results in a person coming to rest unintentionally on the ground or lower level, not as a 
result of major intrinsic event (such as a stroke) or overwhelming hazard.” In addition, 
Agostini, Banker and Bogardus (2001) defined a fall as “unintentionally coming to rest 
on the ground, floor, or other lower level, but not as a result of syncope or overwhelming 
external force.” Other studies used a broader definition of a fall. For instance, a recent 
study finds that a fall is “an unexpected event in which the participant comes to rest on 
the ground, floor, or lower level” (Lamb, JA£Â¸rstad-Stein, Hauer, & Becker, 2005).  
The diversity of definitions of falls might cause difficulty for researchers when 
comparing study results. In this study, we adopt the definition from the American Nurses 
Association, which defines a fall as “an unplanned descent to the floor (or extension of 
the floor, e.g., trash can or other equipment) with or without injury to the patient, and 
occurs on an eligible reporting nursing unit” (Currie, 2006; Montalvo, 2007). All types of 
falls are to be included whether they result from physiological reasons (fainting) or 
environmental reasons (slippery floor)” (Currie, 2006; Montalvo, 2007). The study 
recommends the following interview question for collecting data: “In the past month, 
have you had any fall including a slip or trip in which you lost your balance and landed 
on the floor or ground or lower level?” (Lamb, JÃ£Â¸rstad-Stein, Hauer, & Becker, 
2005).  
After defining falls, we discuss different categories of falls. Several studies use 
the causes of falls to categorize falls. Researchers focus on different risk factors that are 
associated with falls. The risk factors included intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic 
factors refer to conditions that affect body balance, such as age, general health, and 
medical conditions (Berg & Cassells, 1992). Extrinsic factors are behavioral, activity-
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related, psychosocial, and environmental factors that may increase the risk of a fall (Berg 
& Cassells, 1992). In addition, Morse classifies falls into three categories: accidental falls, 
anticipated physiologic falls, and unanticipated physiologic falls (Morse, 2009). Under 
this classification, the researcher claims that about 78 percent of anticipated physiologic 
factors could be detected early and that a risk assessment could be put in place to prevent 
the incidence of fall (Morse, 2009). In fact, the study addresses the importance of 
recognizing precursors to intrinsic events, such as screening blood 
pressure, which is associated with syncope, as it might improve early prevention of 
anticipated physiologic falls (Morse, 2009).  In addition, some studies group the factors 
under different schemes such as environmental, physical, and response to treatment 
(Staggs, Davidson, Dunton, & Crosser, 2015). In fact, the researchers pointed out that 
under the different scenarios, health providers need to identify the factors associated with 
the incidence of falls (Staggs, Davidson, Dunton, & Crosser, 2015).  
In our review of previous research on falls, we noticed that healthcare providers 
indicated and evaluated the risk factors associated with falls. The goal of fall prevention 
is to reduce those risk factors and eliminate their effects. However, there was not a single 
intervention suitable for all populations (Cumming, 2002). Therefore, there is a need to 
examine risk factors associated with falls in specific groups of older adults. In order to 
understand the risk factors that might be associated with falls among older adults, the 
literature was reviewed for risk factors that have been identified in previous studies on 
falls. 
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Risk Factors of Falls     
According to various studies, falls are caused by risk factors. Small proportions 
of falls are the result of a single risk factor, while the majority of falls are caused by 
multiple risk factors. The number of risk factors increases the risk of falling among 
the elderly. Numerous studies indicate individual risk factors for falls in older adults 
(Tinetti, Speechley, & Ginter, 1988; Nevitt, 1989; Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & Marottoli, 
1995; Robertson, Campbell, Gardner, & Devlin, 2002; Ambrose, Paul, & Hausdorff, 
2013). Most falls did not result from a single risk factor. Previous studies indicated that 
falls among older adults are multifactorial (Rubenstein & Josephson, 2002; Stevens, 2005; 
Rubenstein, 2006). Several risk factors contribute to the incidence of a fall. Previous 
studies indicated that older adults with cognitive impairment are more likely to fall and 
have more serious fall-related injures than older adults without cognitive impairment 
(Shaw, 2003; Shaw, Bond, & Richardson, 2003). One study found that most of the risk 
factors of falls for older adults with dementia or cognitive impairment and cognitively 
health older adults overlap (Fernando, Fraser, Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-Hunter, 2017). 
However, there is some debate about how each risk factor contributes to falls among the 
elderly. Therefore, we have summarized discussions about each risk factor for falls in 
older adults. 
Age 
A study indicated that older adults have a greater risk of falls than younger 
adults due to multiple reasons. The study found that age-related impairment negatively 
associated with the ability to maintain balance and stepping.  In addition, older adults 
have a longer reaction time in stepping and have more difficulty controlling body 
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movement, which might increase the tendency to fall (Maki & Mcilroy, 1999; Rogers, 
Kukulka, Brunt, Cain, & Hanke, 2001). Increased age has a negative impact on vision, 
limb strength, and gait (Lord & Ward, 1994). Older people have slow sensory acuity, 
poor stepping responses, and balance impairment; all of these have been shown to 
increase falls in older adults (Lord, Clark, & Webster, 1991). Also, increased age often 
affects fracture risk. Furthermore, older adults may experience a greater threat to stability 
when they walk on an irregular surface than on level ground (Menz, 2003). 
However, there were different results regarding the impact of age on fall risk 
among older adults with cognitive impairment. One study found that increasing age was 
associated with an increased short-term risk of fall among older adults with cognitive 
impairment (Sterke et al., 2012). However, two studies found that there was not 
significant association between age and risk of falls among institution-dwelling older 
adults with cognitive impairment (Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008; Sterke et 
al., 2012). In addition, researchers did not find significant association between increasing 
age and risk of falls among community–dwelling older adults with Alzheimer’s disease 
(Horikawa et al., 2005). 
Gender 
Some studies compare the rate of fall between female and male older adults. 
Researchers proposed that there are gender disparities in the risk of falls among the 
elderly. One study used national data to access the gender difference for non-fatal 
unintentional fall-related injuries among older adults treated in the emergency department 
(Stevens, 2005). The results showed that women had a higher rate of injuries and 
fractures than men (Stevens, 2005). Women had 2.2 times the rate of notable fractures 
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compared to men (Stevens, 2005). The hospitalization rate for women was 1.8 times 
higher than the hospitalization rate for men (Stevens, 2005). Therefore, women might 
experience a higher risk of fall than men. However, there is a different view about the 
effect of gender disparity on the risk of falls among the elderly. The study found there 
was no significant difference between women and men on vision and hearing impairment, 
which is associated with risk of falls (Lopez et al., 2011). Other researchers examined the 
difference between males and females in seeking medical care for falls. The study found 
that women were more likely to talk with healthcare providers about falls and discuss fall 
prevention than men (Stevens et al., 2012). The researchers reported that women more 
actively seek information to reduce the risk of falls (Stevens et al., 2012). 
Eriksson and colleagues found that being male was associated with an increased 
number of falls among older adults with dementia in a psychogeriatric ward (Eriksson, 
Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008). However, researchers found no significant 
association between gender and risk of falls in short term when they investigated 
predictors of falls in nursing home residents with dementia (Sterke et al., 2012). Another 
study, which focused on community-dwelling older adults with cognitive impairment, 
also did not find significant association between gender and risk of falls (Horikawa et al., 
2005). Previous studies, also found less evidence of different risks between females and 
males in cognitively impaired older adults. 
Pain 
Many older adults reported they suffered from pain and functional impairment 
resulting from pain (Ettinger et al., 1994; Leveille, Fried, & Guralnik, 2002; Melzer, 
Gardener, & Guralnik, 2005; Covinsky, Lindquist, Dunlop, & Yelin, 2009; Patel, 
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Guralnik, Dansie, & Turk, 2013). The association between pain and risk of fall among 
older adults with cognitive impairment is difficult to evaluate. Researchers in one study 
claimed that neuropsychological performance was correlated with pain (Weiner, Rudy, 
Morrow, Slaboda, & Lieber, 2006). In addition, the study results show that 
neuropsychological function is a mediator between pain and physical performance 
(Weiner, Rudy, Morrow, Slaboda, & Lieber, 2006). Researchers indicated that behavioral 
change and physical performance reflect pain intensity among individuals with cognitive 
impairment (Zwakhalen, Hamers, Abu-Saad, & Berger, 2006; Burfield & Cooper, 2014). 
Approximately 18.7 million older adults suffer from bothersome pain (Patel, Guralnik, 
Dansie, & Turk, 2013). The prevalence of bothersome pain existed in over 50% of the 
study participants. (Patel, Guralnik, Dansie, & Turk, 2013). In addition, bothersome pain 
has negative impacts on gait speed, grip strength and extremity function (Patel, Guralnik, 
Dansie, & Turk, 2013). In a Leveille, Fried and Guralnik study, the authors found that 
older disabled women reported that musculoskeletal pain symptoms were the main cause 
of disability (Leveille, Fried, & Guralnik, 2002). In addition, many older adults might 
further suffer multiple sites of pain. Gait speed is negatively associated with level of pain 
(Patel, Guralnik, Dansie, & Turk, 2013). For example, older adults with pain have 
significantly higher difficulty walking than the same age-group individuals without pain 
(Covinsky, Lindquist, Dunlop, & Yelin, 2009).  
The study shows that older adults with moderate or severe pain are more likely 
to lose balance, resulting in falling (Lihavainen et al., 2010). There is a direct negative 
association between moderate to severe musculoskeletal pain and postural balance 
(Lihavainen et al., 2010). High level of lower limb and back painhas a significant impact 
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on mobility disabilities in older adults (Melzer, Gardener, & Guralnik, 2005). Chronic 
pain causes older adults to fall through multiple ways such as avoiding physical activities, 
fear of movement, and impaired balance (Vlaeyen, Kole-Snijders, Boeren, & Eek, 1995; 
Lihavainen et al., 2010; Patel, Guralnik, Dansie, & Turk, 2013). Older adults with 
bothersome pain have more than two times as much difficulty with balance, fear of 
falling and repeated falling than older adults without pain (Patel et al., 2014). Older 
adults who suffer from bothersome pain report a high level of fear of falling 
which restricts their activities (Patel et al., 2014). The total number of pain sites increased 
the risk of fall and fall-related injuries (Patel et al., 2014). Therefore, the study suggested 
that pain management is an important part of fall prevention (Patel et al., 2014).  
Visual Impairment 
Visual impairment is a common health issue in older adults (Abdelhafiz, 2003). 
The prevalence of vision impairment is positively associated with age (Abdelhafiz, 2003). 
In addition, the prevalence rate of visual impairment is higher among institutional older 
adults (Vannewkirk et al., 2000). A number of studies indicated that visual impairment is 
one of the risk factors for falls among older adults (Nevitt, 1989; Lord, Ward, Williams, 
& Anstey, 1994). In the Boptom, Cumming, Mitchell and Attebo study, the results 
showed that visual impairment had a significant association with two or more falls 
(Boptom, Cumming, Mitchell, & Attebo, 1998). The study found that the prevalence of 
impaired vision among elderly patients admitted to the hospital with falls is high (Jack, 
Smith, Neoh, Lye, & Mcgalliard, 1995). Visual impairment may be compounding or 
causing falls (Jack, Smith, Neoh, Lye, & Mcgalliard, 1995). A two-year prospective 
population-based study found that poor distant visual acuity is a risk factor that 
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was associated with injurious falls in disabled older adults (Koski, Luukinen, Laippala, & 
Kivela, 1998). In addition, there were more studies stating that visual impairment is one 
of the predictors of falls among older adults (Oliver, Britton, Seed, Martin, & Hopper, 
1997; Tromp et al. 2001).  
Visual factors have significant impacts on older adults’ daily activities. Templer 
(1995) used a “stair behavior model” and explained how visual input is required at 
several stages, such as detection of hazards, choice of movement, and continuous 
monitoring scans. The study further found these stairway incidents were related to 
impaired visual functions (Templer, 1995). In order to better understand how visual 
abilities are associated with the risk of falls, a recent study evaluated how visual risk 
factors affect falls in community-dwelling older adults by using multiple visual measures 
(Lord, 2006). The results not only confirm the previous findings that vision makes a 
critical contribution to balance, but also add that vision impairment increases the risk of 
falls among older people (Lord, 2006). Impaired vision lowers older adults' ability to 
detect environmental hazards. In addition, the study indicates that contrast sensitivity and 
depth perception are the most important visual factors associated with the risk of falls 
(Lord, 2006).  
Multiple studies confirm the associations between visual function, falls, and hip 
fracture. The risk of hip fracture was significantly higher among older adults with poor 
and moderately impaired vision. Researchers suggest that the Activates of Daily Vision 
Scale (ADVS) is a useful tool to assess the fall risk among older adults with vision 
impairments. The study found that among the patients with glaucoma and those with 
diabetic retinopathy, the ADVS has a 100% sensitivity in identifying those patients who 
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reported a history of falls (Kamel, Guro-Razuman, & Shareeff, 2000). In patients with 
cataracts and refractive errors, the ADVS has a sensitivity of 82% and 64%, respectively, 
in identifying patients with a history of falls (Kamel, Guro-Razuman, & Shareeff, 2000). 
For older adults with cognitive impairment, researchers found an association 
between vision impairment and functional decline (Lin et al., 2004). Older adults with 
vision impairment experience greater functional decline over time (Lin et al., 2004). 
Screening for vision can help health providers identify functional decline among older 
adults. Moreover, one study found that elderly who had fallen had worse vision than 
those who had not fallen among cognitively impaired older adults. However, one study 
found that vision is directly related to balance performance and indirectly associated with 
risk of fall among older adults with cognitive impairment (Taylor, Lord, Delbaere, 
Mikolaizak, & Close, 2012). 
Impaired Mobility and Gait 
During the ageing process, older adults more likely have impaired mobility and 
gait problems (Lee & Kerrigan, 1999; Holtzer, Epstein, Mahoney, Izzetoglu, & Blumen, 
2014). In fact, there are several studies that indicate that impaired mobility is one of the 
risk factors associated with the risk of falls among older adults. For example, older adults 
with muscle weakness are more likely to fall (Ding & Yang, 2016). One study found that 
older adults with lower knee strength had a higher risk of falls (Ding & Yang, 2016). 
There are associations between muscle weakness and slip-related falls among 
community-dwelling older adults (Ding & Yang, 2016). Another study found similar 
results, which indicate gait dynamic is associated with risk of falls among older adults. 
Older adults with increased stride-to-stride fluctuations are more likely to experience 
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multiple falls (Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 2001). This research suggested measures of 
gait variability could be used to predict future falls (Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 2001). 
Older adults with increased gait variability had a higher risk of future falls than 
those who had less gait variability (Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 2001). The study found 
that gait smoothness distinguished between fallers and non-fallers in community-
dwelling older adults (Doi et al., 2013; Van Schooten et al., 2015). In addition, the most 
recent study confirmed that including the measure of gait dynamic could improve fall 
prediction among older adults (Kikkert et al., 2017). The specificity of a fall classification 
model improved from 60% to 80% when gait performance and cognitive function were 
included (Kikkert et al., 2017). Therefore, it is important to assess gait dynamics when 
studying risk of falls among older adults. 
For older adults with cognitive impairment, researchers indicated that they could 
use gait parameters as predictors for short-term fall risk in nursing home residents with 
dementia (Sterke, Beeck, Looman, Kressig, & Cammen, 2012). One study found that 
reduced velocity and reduced mean stride length were significantly associated with 
increasing short-term fall risk among older adults with cognitive impairment (Sterke, 
Beeck, Looman, Kressig, & Cammen, 2012). In addition, Pellfolk and colleagues found 
that walking with assistive devices was associated with the risk of falls among residents 
with dementia (Pellfolk, Gustafsson, Gustafson, & Karlsson, 2008). Another study found 
that association between gait parameters and falls was mediated by sensorimotor function 
(Taylor et al., 2012). Compared with cognitively healthy older adults, the association 
between gait performance and falls seems less straightforward among cognitively 
impaired older adults (Fernando, Fraser, Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-Hunter, 2017). 
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Depression  
Previous studies have indicated that there is an association between depressive 
symptoms and falls among older adults (Deandrea et al., 2010). Namely, older adults 
with greater depressive symptoms are more likely to fall (Kvelde, Pijnappels, Delbaere, 
Close, & Lord, 2009). One prospective study demonstrated depression as one of risk 
factors directly associated with recurrent falls (Stalenhoef, Diederiks, Knottnerus, Kester, 
& Crebolder, 2002). Researchers claimed that there are direct and indirect associations 
between symptoms of depression and falls. One study found that there is a significant 
association between insomnia and an increased fall risk among older women (Stone et al., 
2008). The depressive symptoms directly increase fall risk. On the other hand, several 
studies claimed that the relationship between depression and falls is complex. Symptoms 
of depression have an indirect role in increasing falls.  
Studies found that depressive symptoms negatively influence reaction time, 
balance, and walking speed (Kvelde, Pijnappels, Delbaere, Close, & Lord, 2009; 
McDermott & Ebmeier, 2009). Studies indicated that individuals with depressive 
symptoms would have slower reaction times and poor abilities to detect environment 
hazards (Hausdorff, Schweiger, Herman, Yogev-Seligmann, & Giladi, 2008; Wright, 
Kay, Avery, Giordani, & Alexander, 2011). As a result, researchers claimed that gait 
performance is a mediator between depression and a risk of falling (Iaboni & Flint, 2013).  
In addition, studies found that there is association between depressive symptoms 
and a fear of falling (Austin, Devine, Dick, Prince, & Bruce, 2007; Van Haastregt, 
Zijlstra, Van Rossum, Van Eijk, & Kempen, 2008). Increasing depressive symptoms 
would increase the level of fear of falling (Van Haastregt, Zijlstra, Van Rossum, Van 
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Eijk, & Kempen, 2008). Researchers used depressive symptoms to predict the fear of 
falling (Austin, Devine, Dick, Prince, & Bruce, 2007). In addition, older adults with 
stronger fears of falling would avoid activities that had negative effects on gait 
performance (Deshpande et al., 2008). Fear of falling would increase the recurrent fall 
risk (Friedman, Munoz, West, Rubin, & Fried, 2002). In summary, depression linked 
with other risk factors, such as functional decline, cognitive impairment, and fear of 
recurrent falls, indirectly increased the risk of falls (Biderman, 2002).  
Cognitive Impairment    
Multiple studies demonstrate that cognitive impairment is one of the risk factors 
for falls among older adults. In addition, large proportions of older adults 
are affected by cognitive impairment and thus belong to the group that has a higher risk 
of falls (Kallin, Gustafson, Sandman, & Karlsson, 2005; Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-
Olsson, 2008). In fact, more than 5 million people with Alzheimer’s disease and other 
dementias resided in the United States in 2017 (Alzheimer’s Association, 2018). Most of 
the individuals with dementia are living in the community rather than in nursing homes, 
and a significant number of them live alone in the community. There are three stages of 
cognitive impairment that range from mild to severe. The longest stage of the cognitive 
impairment is moderate dementia with an average of 2 to 10 years 
(DementiaCareCentral.com, 2018). 
Previous studies presented two approaches to evaluate how cognitive 
impairment was associated with the risk of fall. The first approach was to assess the 
relationship based on a disease-specific diagnosis such as dementia or mild cognitive 
impairment. Other researchers used a measure of cognitive impairment scale or the 
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assessment of specific genitive executive function domains such as memory or executive 
function. Nevitt, Cummings, & Hudes (1991) conducted a prospective study of 
community-dwelling older adults with a history of falls. The study found that persons 
with low mini-mental state examination scores had a higher risk of major injury (Nevitt, 
Cummings, & Hudes, 1991). In addition, the mini-mental state score was not 
independently related to the risk of major injury; it was a compounding factor with vision 
impairment, physical disability and increased hand reaction time (Nevitt, Cummings, & 
Hudes, 1991). Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & Marottoli (1995) conducted a study of risk 
factors for serious injury among community-living adults. The study also used a mini-
mental state examination to evaluate cognitive impairment. The study stated that older 
adults with cognitive impairment are more likely to have serious injuries when they fall 
(Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & Marottoli, 1995). Another study reported significant numbers 
of emergency room patients that were cognitively impaired (Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & 
Marottoli, 1995). Researchers found that cognitively impaired older adults had less 
ability to recognize hazardous activities (Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & Marottoli, 1995). As 
a result, cognitively impaired older adults had a higher percentage of injuries as reported 
by emergency room records (Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & Marottoli, 1995). 
A more recent study further examined the relationship between subtle cognitive 
impairment and risk of falls. The study found that the rate of falls increased 20% with 
each decrease in the unit of the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE) score among 
community-living older adults (Gleason, Gangnon, Fischer, & Mahoney, 2009). Another 
recent retrospective cohort study tested the relationship between cognitive impairment 
and the risk of fall in nursing homes. The study results indicated a nonlinear regression 
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association between the likelihood of new falls and cognitive status (Nazir, Mueller, 
Perkins, & Arling, 2012). The residents with moderate cognitive impairment had a higher 
risk of new falls than residents with normal or mild cognitive impairment (Nazir, Mueller, 
Perkins, & Arling, 2012). However, the study found that the risk of fall slightly decreased 
for residents with advanced cognitive impairment (Nazir, Mueller, Perkins, & Arling, 
2012). In addition, researchers indicated that nursing home residents with dementia had a 
higher rate of falls, but there was no association between dementia severity and serious 
fall-related injuries (Doorn et al., 2003). 
Medication 
Previous studies found that most of older adults receive medications daily. 
Medication use could be considered as both an intrinsic and extrinsic factor associated 
with falls. There are multiple studies that propose medication as one of the risk factors for 
falls. Those studies claim that older adults who are taking multiple medications are at a 
higher risk of falls (Gales & Menard, 1995; Mendelson, 1996). In fact, Cumming (1998) 
found that patients taking psychotropic medications tend to have a higher risk of falls and 
fractures than patients not taking these medications. Several studies found that 
benzodiazepine (BZD) usage would increase the risk of falls among both community-
dwelling and institutionalized older adults (Ray, Griffin, Schaffner, Baugh, & Melton, 
1987; Ryynanen, Kivela, Honkanen, Laippala, & Saano, 1993; Cumming, 1998). A 
prospective study found that long-acting benzodiazepine drugs increased the risk of hip 
fractures (Taylor et al., 2004). A similar study indicated that taking short-acting 
benzodiazepines also increased the risk of hip fractures (Cumming & Klineberg, 1993). 
However, Pierfitte (2001) found a different result in his cast-control study. He claimed 
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that there was no association between taking benzodiazepines and a higher risk of hip 
fractures (Pierfitte, 2001). On the other hand, there was an association between the 
number of benzodiazepine medications and risk of hip fractures (Pierfitte, 2001). When 
patients were taking more than two benzodiazepines, they had a higher risk of hip 
fractures (Pierfitte, 2001).  
Researchers further examined the relationship between medication use and falls 
among older adults in long-term care institutions. More than half of nursing home 
residents had taken more than five medications (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). The 
study results showed the risk of fall four times higher in the group of residents, who took 
between five and nine medications (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). The risk of fall was 
six times higher for residents who took more than ten medications. The study grouped the 
medications in different classes. Benzodiazepines and analgesics strongly contributed to 
the prevalence of falls (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). The study concluded similar 
results as previous research studies, which indicated that the number of medications was 
associated with risk of falls. In addition, a study found that starting new drugs such as 
benzodiazepines or antipsychotics increased the risk of falls among the high-risk 
populations (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002).  
The most recent study investigating the association of fall risk with medication 
usage among hospitalized patients consistently found medication-related risk factors for 
falls. The study grouped the medications into three major groups: central nervous system, 
cardiovascular system, and hormones and drugs used in the treatment of endocrinal 
diseases (Costa-Dias et al., 2014). The study results showed that patients who received 
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medications from the central nervous system group have a higher risk of falls (Costa-Dias 
et al., 2014).   
Several studies found that medications from the central nervous system group 
such as antipsychotics, hypnotics, anxiolytics, sedatives, and antidepressants significantly 
increased the risk of fall in older adults with cognitive impairment (Eriksson, Gustafson, 
& Lundin-Olsson, 2008; Sterke et al., 2012; Whitney, Close, Jackson, & Lord, 2012). 
One study found that cardiac medication had an impact on risk of fall (Whitney, Close, 
Jackson, & Lord, 2012). But another study reported that cardiac medication was not 
associated with falls but taking more than four drugs increased the risk of falls (Eriksson, 
Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008). 
Environment 
Environmental hazards are critical concerns for older adults. One study reported 
that the prevalence of environmental safety hazards is high as approximately 80% of 
homes had one hazard, and 39% of homes had five or more hazards (Carter, Campbell, 
Sanson-Fisher, Redman, & Gillespie, 1997). The potential hazards include inadequate 
lighting, unstable furniture, and slippery floors. In addition, the study found that older 
people who never contact healthcare service providers were more likely to have more 
than 5 hazards (Carter, Campbell, Sanson-Fisher, Redman, & Gillespie, 1997). 
Environmental hazards are critical threats to older adults. Many older adults experience 
falls or trips or slips inside the home or in the home's immediate surroundings (Connell & 
Wolf, 1997). Environmental factors consistently influence the incidence of falls in older 
people (Connell & Wolf, 1997).   
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There are several studies that have examined the relationship between 
environmental hazards and risk of falls. Two studies found differences in the 
environmental hazards between fallers and non-fallers (Isberner et al., 1998; Fletcher & 
Hirdes, 2002). One study indicated that the absence of handrails and uneven floors are the 
environmental factors that contribute to a fall (Isberner et al., 1998). Flethcer and Hirdes 
(2002) reported similar results and found that individuals who had home hazards were 
more likely to report falling in the last 3 months (Fletcher & Hirdes, 2002). However, 
there are other studies that found no difference in environmental hazards between fallers 
and non-fallers (Clemson, Cumming, & Roland, 1996; Sattin, Rodriguez, Devito, & 
Wingo, 1998; Kinn & Clawson, 2002; Mclean & Lord, 2010). There are multiple 
prospective cohort studies that assessed the association between environmental hazards 
and risk of falls. However, none of those studies found significant association between 
hazards and falls (Tinetti, Speechley, & Ginter, 1988; Nevitt, 1989; Campbell et al., 1990; 
Gill, Williams, & Tinetti, 2000).     
The Northridge et al. (1995) study had interesting findings: vigorous older 
adults are more likely affected by home hazards. The study indicates that vigorous older 
adults with more home hazards had a higher risk of falls than vigorous older adults living 
with fewer home hazards (Northridge, Nevitt, Kelsey, & Link, 1995). In addition, there 
are two other studies that found similar results in which environmental hazards had great 
impacts on vigorous older adults (Speechley & Tinetti, 1991; Weinberg & Strain, 1995). 
The contribution of environmental hazards to falls is related to the health levels of older 
adults (Weinberg & Strain, 1995). In other words, independent active older adults have 
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a higher risk of falls when they reside in an environment with hazards (Speechley & 
Tinetti, 1991; Weinberg & Strain, 1995). 
After reviewing different studies investigating risk factors associated with falls, 
we further searched the literature to find how different studies measure the risk of falls 
among older adults. 
Fall Risk Assessment 
Choosing appropriate fall risk assessments is a critical step to evaluate the risk 
of fall among older adults and to propose fall prevention interventions. Tinetti 
performance-oriented assessment is one of the most widely used tools that examine the 
balance and gait components among older adults (Tinetti, Williams, & Mayewski, 1986). 
In addition, Tinetti, Williams and Mayewski (1986) developed the fall risk index, which 
included nine risk factors: mobility, morale, mental state, distance vision, hearing, 
postural blood pressure, back examination, medications, and activities of daily living 
(Tinetti, Williams, & Mayewski, 1986). This instrument has been reported 
to have a sensitivity score of 80% and a specificity score of 74% (Perell et al., 2001). 
Further studies confirmed the reliability and construct validity of the Tinetti performance-
oriented mobility assessment (Canbek, Fulk, Nof, & Echternach, 2013; Parveen & Noohu, 
2017).  
Another instrument often used with community-dwelling older adults is the Berg 
Balance Scale which was developed to assess balance during the performance of 
functional mobility tasks (Muir, Berg, Chesworth, & Speechley, 2008). It is a 14-item 
scale designed to measure the balance of older adults in a clinical setting. The test time is 
about 15-20 minutes and involves completing 14 simple balance-related tasks. The level 
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of success in achieving each task is given a score of 0 to 4. A final score over 40 indicates 
a low fall risk. 21-40 indicates a medium fall risk, and below 20 indicates a high fall risk. 
The Berg Balance Scale can be used to assess the effectiveness of the treatment. It aims 
to indicate whether or not the treatment promotes functional mobility (Scott, Votova, 
Scanlan, & Close, 2007).     
Technology development has brought automated risk assessment to the 
community setting. For example, Lord and colleagues introduced an electronic fall risk 
assessment instrument that evaluates fall risk and the effectiveness of intervention (Lord, 
Sherrington, Menz, & Close, 2007). It might improve the screening of fall risk over time 
(Lord, Sherrington, Menz, & Close, 2007). However, electronic fall risk assessment tools 
have not always been effective. In another study, Dyer and colleagues indicated that a 
dedicated clinic was more successful than a computer program in identifying risk factors 
(Dyer, Watkins, Gould, & Rowe, 1998). 
Perell and colleagues (2001) systematically reviewed different fall risk 
assessment tools and proposed that it is important to choose different fall risk 
assessments based on sensitivity, specificity, and different settings. For example, it 
required the patients to be measured repeatedly during an inpatient stay because 
medications and treatments influence the patients' physical and mental status during the 
stay. Therefore, it is appropriate to choose a nursing assessment that is easy and quick to 
complete. The two nursing assessments: STRATIFY (Oliver, Britton, Seed, Martin, & 
Hopper, 1997) and fall risk assessment tool (Schmid, 1990) report the median scores of 
sensitivity and specificity (Perell et al., 2001). On the other hand, medication effects 
might not have immediate influence in outpatient settings. It is important to evaluate 
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mobility and balance among community-dwelling older adults. Identifying older adults in 
the high-risk group before implementing intervention in the community is critical for 
effective outcomes (Lord et al., 2005). The Elderly Fall Screening Test (Cwikel, Fried, 
Biderman, & Galinsky, 1998) and the Timed Up & Go (Shumway-Cook, Brauer, & 
Wooliacott, 2000) with median scores of sensitivity and specificity seem to be 
appropriate instruments in this setting (Perell et al., 2001). Furthermore, researchers 
claim that older adults in extended-care settings might not benefit from screening for the 
fall risk because the majority of them are in the high-risk group (Perell et al., 2001). In 
summary, the choice of different fall risk assessments should be based on sensitivity, 
specificity, and setting. 
Current Fall Prevention in Community and Long-Term Care Settings 
In reviewing the literature, we noticed that there was no one intervention suited 
for all populations (Cumming, 2002). Fall prevention strategies also differed between 
community and long-term care settings. We compared the current fall prevention 
programs in community and long-term care settings. This finding could help improve the 
current fall prevention strategies. 
Fall prevention in community 
There are a significant number of reviews to evaluate the effectiveness of 
different interventions to reduce the falling rate among older adults, such as exercise, 
a multifactorial fall risk assessment and management program, education, assistive 
devices, medication review, environmental modification, and organizational interventions 
(Shekelle et.al, 2003). Cumming (2002) reviewed 21 trials and concluded that exercise 
programs were effective interventions overall (Cumming, 2002). However, there was no 
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evidence to indicate which type of exercise is the best. Tai Chi, home-based exercise 
programs, and balance training showed a significant reduction of risk of falls in their 
studies. On the other hand, Cumming found that there was no one intervention suited for 
all populations (Cumming, 2002). Fall prevention strategies had better outcomes for 
high-risk groups than for the general population. The study also addressed the fact that 
reduction of antipsychotic medication needs to be considered in fall prevention strategies 
(Cumming, 2002). Researchers should further examine the effects of home modifications 
(Cumming, 2002). 
Chang and colleagues (2004) developed a similar systematic review of multiple 
interventions, which targeted community-dwelling older adults. The study found that 
multifactorial falls risk assessment and management programs had a statistically 
significant positive effect on both the reduction of the monthly rate of falling and risk of 
falls (Chang et al., 2004). A multifactorial falls risk assessment and management program 
was defined as “a focused post-fall assessment or systematic risk factor screening among 
individuals at risk tied to intervention recommendations and follow up for risks 
uncovered.” In addition, the study indicated that the most frequently assessed risk factors 
were vision, effects of medication, environmental hazards, and blood pressure (Chang et 
al., 2004). Exercise was the most common intervention across numbers of studies. 
Consistent results have shown that exercise has significant benefits for reducing the risk 
of falls (Chang et al., 2004). The study reported that exercise intervention reduced risk of 
falls by 14 percent. However, researchers found no significant difference between 
different types of exercises. A few studies showed that environmental modifications and 
education were important components in fall prevention (Chang et al., 2004). 
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Gilespie and colleagues conducted a systematic review of 111 trials of fall 
prevention interventions to reduce falls in the community (Gillespie et al., 2012). 
Multiple-component group exercise, Tai Chi as a group exercise, and individually 
prescribed exercise reduced both rate of falls and risk of falling (Gillespie et al., 2012). 
Multifactorial intervention and assessment reduced the rate of falls. There was no clear 
evidence shown that medical interventions had a significant impact on reducing the risk 
of falling and rate of falls. For example, one researcher found that vitamin D did not have 
a significant impact on both risks of falling and rate of falls (Bischoff-Ferrari et al., 2005). 
However, vitamin D might have positive effects when the intervention targets older 
adults with low levels of vitamin D  (Bischoff-Ferrari et al., 2005). In addition, 
controlling psychotropic drugs might reduce the rate of falls (Campbell et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, the researchers found that special interventions targeted to older adults with 
different health issues seem effective. For example, home modifications reduced both 
rate of falls and risk of falling among older adult with poor vision (Lord, Sherrington, 
Menz, & Close, 2007).  
Researchers have investigated different prevention strategies for community-
dwelling older adults (Nitz & Choy, 2003). The most common component in community 
fall prevention strategies is exercise. A significant number of studies found that exercise 
could improve an individual’s joint and muscle strength, and balance performance 
(Province, 1995; Rubenstein, 1997; Barnett, 2003; Clemson et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005). 
A significant amount of research has investigated exercise either as a stand-alone 
intervention strategy or as an important component of a multifactorial intervention 
strategy and its benefits in reducing fall risks and fall incidence rates in elderly people. 
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Research has shown that there is no one-size-suits-all intervention strategy for the 
prevention of falls. Exercise programs should include different exercise options for older 
adults at various levels of fall risk (Rose, 2008). For example, older adults who have no 
history of falls are considered to be in a low-risk group and have more ability to 
participate in many physical activities (Rose, 2008). In contrast, the older adult who has a 
history of falls should have a more comprehensive program, one that not only is a 
structured and progressive home exercise program, but also one that helps older adults 
restore their level of self-confidence (Rose, 2008). The objective is to design and develop 
different exercise programs that target older adults at different risk levels. Robertson and 
colleagues conducted a meta-analysis that combined individual-data from four trials to 
evaluate the effectiveness of a home exercise program (Robertson, Campbell, Gardner, & 
Devlin, 2002). The results indicate that a home exercise program reduces both the rate of 
falls and fall-related injuries by 35% (Robertson, Campbell, Gardner, & Devlin, 2002). In 
addition, the findings show that older adults aged over 80 benefited most from the 
exercise program (Robertson, Campbell, Gardner, & Devlin, 2002). Older adults 
improved their strength and balance after attending the exercise program (Robertson, 
Campbell, Gardner, & Devlin, 2002). Another study offers further systematic review 
of different exercise programs and the effects on fall rates. The study reviewed 44 
trials and found robust evidence that exercise programs reduce fall rates. In addition, the 
study found that balance training, sufficient exercise and walking as a component in an 
exercise program were three important factors influencing the efficacy of exercise 
programs (Sherrington et al., 2008). The researcher argues that it is important to include 
balance training in the exercise program (Sherrington et al., 2008). The study found that 
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different intervention strategies, including balance training, shave similarly effective 
outcomes in fall reduction (Sherrington et al., 2008). In addition, the study indicates that 
long-term weekly exercise programs have more effective outcomes (Sherrington et al., 
2008). Finally, the researchers suggest that a walking program should be combined with a 
balance-training program in order to reach an effective outcome (Sherrington et al., 2008). 
A recent study also addresses the importance of balance training in reducing the 
incidence of falls (Clemson et al., 2012).  
Clemson and colleague developed a randomized, parallel trial to evaluate the 
effectiveness of three home-based interventions under the lifestyle-integrated functional 
exercises approach (Clemson et al., 2012). The researchers found balance and strength 
training integrated into daily activities reduced rate of falls by 31% compared to 
traditional exercise (Clemson et al., 2012). Researchers found that exercise programs 
have different effects in different groups of older adults, and developed a study to 
evaluate the effects of exercise programs in frail and pre-frail older adults (Faber, 
Bosscher, Paw, & Wieringen, 2006). The results showed that exercise programs reduced 
the risk of falls among pre-frail older adults but not in frail older adults (Faber, Bosscher, 
Paw, & Wieringen, 2006). In fact, researchers found that moderate intensity exercise 
programs might increase the risk of falls among frail older adults (Faber, Bosscher, Paw, 
& Wieringen, 2006). There should be different interventions for frail older adults such as 
environmental modification and use of hip protectors (Vu, Weintraub, & Rubenstein, 
2004). There were mixed results found in several studies about the effects of Tai Chi 
training.  Lin and colleagues found no significant difference of fall injuries and fear of 
falling between tai chi practitioners and other older adults (Lin, Hwang, Wang, Chang, & 
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Wolf, 2006). On the other hand, Li and colleagues developed a randomized controlled 
trial that included 256 community-dwelling adults aged 70 years or older to examine the 
efficacy of Tai Chi intervention (Li et al., 2005). The results showed that the Tai Chi 
program significantly reduced the number of falls, the risk of falling, and fall injuries (Li 
et al., 2005). In addition, Tai Chi participants significantly improved balance and physical 
performance. Fear of falling was also reduced after participation in the Tai Chi program 
(Li et al., 2005). Nitz and colleagues compared the efficacy of specific balance-strategy 
training programs delivered in a workstation and traditional exercise classes (Nitz & 
Choy, 2003). The study results show that both the balance group and the control exercise 
group showed a significant reduction in falls (Nitz & Choy, 2003). However, the specific 
balance strategy intervention group had better improvement in functional motor abilities 
and clinical balance measures (Nitz & Choy, 2003). Also, the study mentioned that  
Lack of transportation is a factor in elders no participate the workstation and complete the 
program (Nitz & Choy, 2003). Therefore, it is important to consider improving the access 
to those specific balance-strategy training programs for older adults.  
Many studies indicated that older adults with the history of falls are more likely 
to experience recurrent falls. Recurrent falls would cause them to lose confidence about 
participating in activities, resulting in a higher rate of morbidity and mortality, which 
increases the choice of early enrollment in long-term care facilities (Donald, 1999). An 
early study of prevention of falls in the elderly evaluated the benefits of interdisciplinary 
assessment to older adults in an emergency department after a fall (Close et al., 1999). 
The study found that a structured interdisciplinary assessment significantly reduced the 
risk of falls and risk of recurrent falls (Close et al., 1999).  
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Perell and colleagues (2006) investigated the outcomes of multicenter fall 
prevention screening clinics. The results indicated that patients gained benefits from the 
fall prevention screening clinics (Perell et al., 2006). The rate of falls was decreased after 
attendance at the fall prevention screenings. In addition, over 80% of the patients were 
satisfied with the services received at the fall prevention-screening clinics and stated this 
experience had a positive effect on their confidence for performing daily actives (Perell et 
al., 2006). The study added the important suggestion that a consult clinic format could 
improve clinics to provide appropriate interventions across different groups of patients 
(Perell et al., 2006). Education is an important factor in fall prevention (Tideiksaar, 2003). 
The interdisciplinary clinic format delivered a critical educational component to both 
patients and service providers (Perell et al., 2006). 
In addition, nurse-led intervention that provides a home assessment and risk-
factor modification could reduce the risk of fall for patients discharged from emergency 
departments after accidents (Lightbody, Watkins, Leathley, Sharma, & Lye, 2002). The 
patients in the intervention group had a lower rate of falls, but there was not a significant 
difference between the intervention group and control group (Lightbody, Watkins, 
Leathley, Sharma, & Lye, 2002). Patients in the intervention group had significantly 
higher scores on functions and independence. In fact, the nurse-led intervention reduced 
the rate of re-admission into hospitals (Lightbody, Watkins, Leathley, Sharma, & Lye, 
2002). However, Hogen and colleagues found different results from their study (Hogan et 
al., 2001). The study evaluated the efficacy of integrating a consultation service into fall 
prevention interventions (Hogan et al., 2001). The results found no significant differences 
in the cumulative number of falls between the intervention groups and control group. The 
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study did find individuals in the intervention group had a longer time between falls than 
the individuals in the control group. Another study also added the debate about whether 
multifactorial intervention with a nurse coordinator is effective (Elley et al., 2008). The 
results have shown that nurse-led intervention was not effective in decreasing the number 
of falls in community-dwelling older adults in this study (Elley et al., 2008). The 
researchers claimed that the complexity of intervention might lower the effect of 
individual components of the prevention plan (Elley et al., 2008). Therefore, single target 
intervention presented to a specific group might be more effective (Elley et al., 2008). 
Researchers pointed out that vitamin D and calcium are important for 
individuals to maintain tissue function and prevent bone loss (Ruxton, 2011). There 
were a number of studies evaluating the association between the level of vitamin D and 
fall-related injuries. Studies found that residents who fell in nursing homes had a lower 
level of vitamin D than other residents (Stein et al., 1999). In addition, vitamin D 
deficiency increases muscle weakness and risk of fracture among older adults (Holick, 
2006). The researchers found that vitamin D supplementation alone is not effective in 
improving physical performance and fall prevention among older adults (Latham, 
Anderson, & Reid, 2003). Data suggested that vitamin D combined with calcium 
supplementation might have a positive effect (Latham, Anderson, & Reid, 
2003). Bischoff and colleagues conducted a randomized controlled trial that found that 
vitamin D and calcium supplementation decreased the number of falls per 
individual by 49% (Bischoff et al., 2003). Furthermore, vitamin D and calcium 
supplementation had significant benefits on musculoskeletal function (Bischoff et al., 
2003). Researchers concluded that recurrent fallers gained multiple benefits from this 
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three-month intervention; these benefits included fall reduction and functional 
improvement (Bischoff et al., 2003). Bischoff and colleagues conducted other studies on 
vitamin D supplementation and fracture prevention. The results indicated that high doses 
of vitamin D (700 800 IU/d) reduce the risk of fractures among older adults (Bischoff-
Ferrari et al., 2005). However, small doses of vitamin D do not seem to be effective in 
reducing fracture risk (Bischoff-Ferrari et al., 2005). The recent study demonstrated that 
taking a vitamin D supplement over a long period of time would reduce the rate of falls 
among older people in residential care (Flicker et al., 2005). 
Other studies addressed home modification that might be used to prevent falls 
among older adults in the community. A previous study found that home hazard 
assessment with follow-up modification had a positive impact on reducing falls (Lord, 
Menz, & Sherrington, 2006). The study examined the role that environmental 
interventions play in reducing falls because “many older people attribute their falls to 
trips or slips inside the home or immediate home surroundings” (Lord, Menz, & 
Sherrington, 2006). The research found no direct linkage between home hazards and falls, 
but the interaction between environmental stress and physical abilities appeared to be 
more critical (Lord, Menz, & Sherrington, 2006). In addition, the study found that the 
reduction of home hazards was effective when the process was targeted toward seniors 
with limited mobility and a history of falls (Lord, Menz, & Sherrington, 2006). 
Fall prevention in long-term care 
Falls are critical concerns in hospitals and nursing homes. Evans and colleagues 
(2001) conducted a systematic review of studies and found that impaired mental status, 
history of falls, special toileting needs, impaired physical function, age, and medication 
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were the risk factors that increase the risk of falling among patients (Evans, Hodgkinson, 
Lambert, & Wood, 2001).  In another study, researchers found five risk factors that were 
consistently identified in other studies after a systematic literature view. Those risk 
factors are the following: gait problem, fall history, medication, confusion, and frequency 
of toileting needs (Oliver, Daly, Martin, & McMurdo, 2004). The researchers found that 
increased age might not always be considered a risk factor in long-term care settings. For 
example, Hendrich and colleagues conducted a case/control study to develop and 
evaluate a fall risk model (Hendrich, Bender, & Nyhuis, 2003). The study found no 
evidence of association between increased age and risk of fall in acute care environments 
(Hendrich, Bender, & Nyhuis, 2003). In addition, the study indicated that confusion is a 
critical risk factor affecting the risk of fall in the inpatient environment (Hendrich, 
Bender, & Nyhuis, 2003). However, increasing age may be associated with fractures 
because older adults tend to increase in frailty as they age (Hendrich, Bender, & Nyhuis, 
2003). In addition, several studies address the nurse-to-patient staffing ratio associated 
with the rate of fall in the long-term care setting (Tutuarima, Haan, & Limburg, 1993; 
Hitcho et al., 2004; Dunton, Gajewski, Taunton, & Moore, 2004). The researchers found 
that the nurse staffing ratios influence the fall rates. The hospital with higher nurse 
staffing ratios had a lower rate of falls (Dunton, Gajewski, Taunton, & Moore, 2004). In 
addition, the study found that the proportion of nursing level and hours influenced care 
outcomes with incidence rates of falls remaining stable or decreasing in long-care settings 
(Unruh, 2003; Akinci & Krolikowski, 2005). 
Davision and colleagues conducted a randomized controlled trial to access the 
effectiveness of multifactorial intervention to reduce subsequent falls among cognitively 
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intact patients who presented in emergency departments with recurrent falls (Davison, 
Bond, Dawson, Steen, & Kenny, 2005). The study results indicate that multifactorial falls 
assessment and intervention reduce   recurrent falls by 36% (Davison, Bond, Dawson, 
Steen, & Kenny, 2005). However, the researchers point out that multifactorial 
intervention seems to be more effective in patients without cognitive impairment. The 
study shows that a multifactorial intervention is not effective in reducing falls among 
cognitively impaired older adults (Shaw, Bond, & Richardson, 2003). Oliver and 
colleagues conducted a system review and meta-analysis regarding the strategies for fall 
prevention in a long-term care setting (Oliver et al., 2006). The study found that 
multifactorial interventions reduced the rate of falls by 18%. The multifactorial 
intervention included risk assessment, care planning, medication review, environmental 
modification, exercise, and an education program (Oliver et al., 2006). In addition, 
studies suggested that the use of hip protectors could prevent residents from hip fractures 
in long-term care settings (Oliver et al., 2006). However, the study found no evidence to 
show that multifactorial intervention can significantly reduce the number of fractures 
(Oliver et al., 2006).  
The fall prevention strategies in long-term care settings seem to be addressed in 
two major areas: environmental factors and physical performance. In early research, one 
study assessed the efficacy of a bed alarm system in an acute-care setting (Tideiksaar, 
Feiner & Maby, 1993). The study found that the bed alarm system decreased incidence of 
falls by 68% (Tideiksaar, Feiner & Maby, 1993).  However, the study found no statistical 
difference between the experimental group and the control group (Tideiksaar, Feiner & 
Maby, 1993). The researcher claimed that the bed alarm system was well accepted by 
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patients, families, and nurses (Tideiksaar, Feiner & Maby, 1993). A recent study 
developed another pair-matched, cluster-randomized trial in a community hospital to 
examine the effects of increased bed alarm use in fall prevention (Shorr et al., 2012). The 
study results found no significant reduction in rate of fall and fall-related injuries (Shorr 
et al., 2012). Therefore, only increasing bed alarm use might not be an effective 
intervention in fall prevention. Researchers developed a study that evaluated the 
effectiveness of a new device that can be used to reduce falls in older adults (Kelly, 
Phillips, Cain, Polissar, & Kelly, 2002).  The new device is a movement-detection patch 
that can monitor the patient's movement and send a signal to caregivers. The result 
indicates that the nonintrusive monitoring device had a significant impact on 
the reduction of fall risk in a nursing home (Kelly, Phillips, Cain, Polissar, & Kelly, 
2002). Fall rates decreased from 4.0 to 3.4 falls per 100 days with patients wearing the 
monitoring device (Kelly, Phillips, Cain, Polissar, & Kelly, 2002). 
Exercise is the most common intervention component among community-
dwelling older adults. Researchers also found that exercise is a commonly used 
intervention in long-term care settings. In an earlier study, Mulrow (1994) conducted a 
randomized control trial to evaluate the effect of physical therapy among frail nursing 
home residents (Mulrow, 1994). The study results show that physical therapy improved 
residents’ mobility and daily activities (Mulrow, 1994). However, the study also found 
that the rate of falls was higher in the intervention group (Mulrow, 1994). In another 
study, two different exercise programs in long-term care facilities 
were compared (Nowalk, Prendergast, Bayles, D'amico, & Colvin, 2001). Residents 
randomly enrolled in resistance training plus basic enhanced exercise or tai chi plus basic 
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enhanced exercise. Residents in the control group enrolled in basic enhanced exercise 
only. The results indicated no difference in the rate of falls and fall-related outcomes 
between the intervention groups and the control group (Nowalk, Prendergast, Bayles, 
D'amico, & Colvin, 2001). A more recent study developed by Choi and colleagues 
conducted a quasi-experimental design study to evaluate the effect of a Sun-style Tai Chi 
exercise program in residential care facilities. The study result showed there was 
significant improvement in muscle strength and mobility in the experimental group (Choi, 
Moon, & Song, 2005). The study found that the risk of fall decreased by 38% in the 
experimental group (Choi, Moon, & Song, 2005). However, there was no statistically 
significant difference between the experimental group and control group (Choi, Moon, & 
Song, 2005). 
In summary, there are similar and different fall prevention strategies in 
community and long-term care settings. For example, researchers confirmed the 
importance of a multifactorial fall risk assessment (Chang et al., 2004; Perell et al., 2006; 
Oliver et al., 2006). Researchers addressed whether exercise could improve the balance 
of elderly citizens and reduce the risk of falls in both community and nursing home 
residents (Robertson, Campbell, Gardner, & Devlin, 2002; Li et al., 2006; Choi, Moon, & 
Song, 2005; Clemson et al., 2012; Sherrington et al., 2008). Exercise can improve 
strength and mobility among older adults (Nitz & Choy, 2003;Choi, Moon, & Song, 2005; 
Li et al., 2006). In addition, several studies addressed environmental factors. Older adults 
were more likely to fall when they were exposed to a hazardous environment. Most of the 
studies conclude that environmental modification is important (Tideiksaar, Feiner & 
Maby, 1993; Lightbody, Watkins, Leathley, Sharma, & Lye, 2002; Castle, Wagner, 
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Ferguson& Handler, 2010). However, it worth noticing that the majority of studies which 
address risk assessment and fall prevention programs among community dwelling older 
adults did not identify older adults with cognitive impairment. In other words, there is a 
need for study to investigate the risk factors associated with the risk of falls among the 
older adults with cognitive impairment and develop a fall prevention program especially 
for this group of older adults.  
According to the literature review, falls result from multiple risk factors, such as 
such as advanced age, physical function decline, visual problems, depression, muscle 
weakness and cognitive impairment (Cumming, Salkeld, Thomas, & Szonyi, 2000; Dite 
& Temple, 2002; Bergland, 2004; Laessoe, Hoeck, Simonsen, Sinkjaer, & Voigt, 2007). 
Older adults with cognitive impairment have a higher risk of falls than older adults 
without cognitive impairment (Shaw, 2003). Researchers indicated that gait patterns were 
associated with increasing short-term fall risk among older adults with cognitive 
impairment (Sterke et al., 2012). In addition, several studies found that older adults with 
cognitive impairment had a higher risk of falls when they take medication from the 
nervous system group, such as antipsychotics, hypnotics, anxiolytics, sedatives, and 
antidepressants (Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008; Sterke et al., 2012; 
Whitney, Close, Jackson, & Lord, 2012). Furthermore, the study found that drug 
interactions increased the risk of gait speed decline among older adults (Naples et al., 
2016). However, there is a research gap on the associations between medication, gait 
performance and risk of falls among cognitively impaired older adults in community-
living environments using longitudinal data. 
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Theoretical Frameworks 
In order to improve fall prevention programs among the elderly with cognitive 
impairment, the researchers need to understand the factors associated with the incidence 
of fall. In fact, it is important to use conceptual frameworks to drive research. Under the 
literature review, researchers used different theoretical frameworks to guide their studies 
on falls. In this section, we review the theoretical frameworks related to our study. 
The Web of Causation 
The Web of Causation Theory is one of the common theories used in 
epidemiology. MacMahon and Pugh claimed that disease is a result of a complex 
interaction of multiple factors. Under the Web of Causation Theory, disease is not caused 
by single factor (MacMahon, Pugh, & Ipsen, 1960). We need to consider multiple factors 
and interaction between those factors. Krieger (1994) suggested “this web of causation 
explores multiple causative factors, giving each an equal prominence in identifying 
determinants and relevant interventions.”  Indeed, researchers claimed that casual 
inference is important for decision-making and prevention (Hoggatt & Greenland, 2009). 
For example, researchers found associations between smoking and risk of lung cancer. 
Investigating whether smoking was a potent cause of lung cancer was critical for health 
providers to develop interventions such as smoking cessation programs to reduce lung 
cancer (Hoggatt & Greenland, 2009). Under Hill’s criteria, researchers evaluate the 
strength, consistency and temporality relationship (Hill, 1965). The results contribute to 
the evidence of causality. For our study, we examined each risk factor and how it 
contributed to the incidence of falls. More importantly, the Web of Causation addressed 
the interaction between each factor. Therefore, we proposed path analysis in our study to 
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exam how each factor is associated with the risk of falls among older adults with 
cognitive impairment.        
The Neuman Systems Model  
Betty Neuman developed the Neuman Systems Model (NSM) in 1970. In this 
theory, the client is an open system that interacts and adapts to internal and external 
stressors (Neuman & Fawcett, 2012). The client can be an individual, a family, a group, a 
community, or a social entity. An important assumption of the Neuman theory is that 
“each client system is unique, it is a composite of factors and characteristics within a 
given range of responses” (Alligood, 2014, p. 285). In this theory, Neuman defines the 
patients’ environment as a consolidation of internal and external forces (Neuman & 
Fawcett, 2012). In addition, the human being can be characterized into five variables: 
physiological, psychological, sociocultural, spiritual, and development variables. The 
model addresses the relationships between a client’s personal factors and the environment, 
taking into account many stressors that work against the body’s line of defense. How 
stressors interact to each other can affect whether or not the line of defense is breached 
and if the patient will, therefore, be at risk for a variation in health (Reed, 1993). In 
addition, compensating for alteration in an environment might in turn promote and 
maintain wellness (Haggart, 1993). The risk of falls can be explained based on the 
Neuman’s System theory.  Interactions of the number of stressors may affect the 
individual’s lines of defense. In fact, risks of falls are closely related to a number of risk 
factors. Increasing the number of risk factors would most likely result in an increase in 
falls. Neuman and Fawcett (2012) claimed that a higher number of stressors increased the 
risk of falls.   
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In addition, researchers claim that maintaining individual wellness is important 
to protect the core of individual organisms, which is the basic survival mechanism, and 
to maintain system stability (Knight, 1990). There are three lines of defense to protect the 
core. The intrapersonal, interpersonal, and extra-personal stressors interact with 
the system (Fulbrook, 1991). This study aims to elucidate the potential stressors of falls 
and to offer comprehensive guidance on how those stressors affect the risk of falls among 
older adults with cognitive impairment. Falls are a result of one or multiple stressors, and 
primary prevention aims to strengthen the flexible lines of defense. Risk factors against a 
flexible line of defense include physical factors, behavioral factors, and environmental 
factors. Primary prevention aims to prevent falls before they occur. Examining the 
various risk factors would help to explain the prevalence of falls among the elderly with 
cognitive impairment. Secondary prevention and tertiary prevention aim to reduce the 
impact of an injury that has already occurred. For this stage, the study focuses on how to 
prevent repeat falls. This study investigates the stressors related to repeat falls and 
examines the association between medical treatment, gait performance and the incidence 
of falls. 
Klenk’s Dynamic Fall Risk Model 
Similar to the Neuman Systems Model, Klenk’s Dynamic Fall Risk Model also 
considered how both intrinsic and exposure factors affect the incidence of falls (2017). 
The study suggests that intrinsic risk factors change over time, and interaction of 
exposure can vary (Klenk et al., 2017). Distal factors are risk factors that are an 
underlying risk of fall such as age. Proximal factors are factors that affect risk of fall in 
the short-term such as balance impairment, hypotension and medication effects. Not all 
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the risk factors carry equal weight in affecting the incidence of falls. The proximal factors 
may have a greater impact on the increased risk of falls than distal factors. The second 
part of Klenk’s model is exposure factors. The dynamic fall risk model also addresses the 
contribution of exposure factors, which includes both activity and environment. The 
researchers believe that different levels of activity are related to the level of hazard. In 
addition, the environmental factors also need to be considered. The model poses that a 
fall is an accumulation of those factors and that the risk of fall for an individual might 
change relative to the varying accumulation of those factors (Klenk et al., 2017). The 
study provides a new approach for future research to understand the risk of falls and 
improve fall-prevention programs. 
The Roy Adaptation Model  
Another theory often proposed in fall studies is the Roy Adaptation Model 
(RAM). The Roy Adaptation Model, which was developed by Sister Callista Roy, has 
been used by many nursing researchers and for the development of theory-based 
interventions for preventing falls among older adults. Based on the Roy Adaptation 
Model, the person as a holistic adaptive system is in constant interaction with the internal 
and external environment (Roy, 2009). Different from the Neuman’s System Model, the 
Ray Adaptation Model addresses the importance of an individual adapting to the 
changing environment. Adaptation happens when the individual reacts positively to 
changes through innate coping processes and acquires new coping processes/mechanisms. 
In addition, the adaptation is associated with health and quality of life. If the individual 
fails to adopt the changes, illness will follow. In addition, researchers claim that health is 
a reflection of adaptation (Phillips & Harris, 2014). Based on RAM, the goal of nursing is 
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to promote individual health through enhancing adaptation in four adaptive modes: 
physiological-physical mode, self-concept-group identity mode, role function mode, and 
independence mode (Roy, 2009).  Adaptation is evaluated and measured consistently in 
these four modes.  For example, physiologic-physical assesses an individual’s level of 
function and activity. Self-concept-group mode refers to an individual’s confidence of 
actions (Roy, 2009). The role function mode addresses the roles and expectations of 
individuals in the group and society (Roy, 2009).. The interdependence mode refers to 
interactions associated with love and respect (Roy, 2009). All these modes are important, 
and Flood (2005) used the RAM as a theoretical foundation of successful aging (Flood, 
2005). Researchers addressed the idea that adaptive behaviors can help older adults 
promote internal and external needs to meet the changing environment and enhance their 
ability to survive (Poon, Gueldner, & Sprouse, 2003). In other words, researchers 
believed that the level of adaptation is associated with active aging (Rogers & Keller, 
2009). The researchers proposed interventions that promote physical activity to enhance 
older adults’ beliefs and self-confidence to adopt exercise behaviors and maintain 
successful ageing (Rogers & Keller, 2009). On the other hand, if older adults fail to adopt 
the coping behaviors, certain health risks will increase. The researchers indicated a 
number of risk factors are associated with incidence of fall (Titler, Shever, Kanak, Picone, 
& Qin, 2011). A greater number of stressors increased the risk of fall. However, based on 
the Roy’s Adaptation Model, a fall only happens when older adults fail to adapt to those 
stressors (Roy, 2009).   
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Summary of Theories 
After viewing these theoretical frameworks, it is noticeable that that the 
adaptation model addressed the importance of adaptation; however, the elderly with 
cognitive impairment might lack the ability to adopt coping behaviors. This model is not 
suitable for understanding the problems we addressed in this study.  The Web of 
Causation Theory is one of the common theories used in epidemiology. It addresses the 
health outcome as a result of multiple factors and interaction between factors. Therefore, 
researchers need to exam potential causative factors and the how they are associated with 
incidence of falls. Both the Neuman System Model and Klenk’s Dynamic Fall Risk 
Model provide frameworks to understand the prevalence of falls among elderly. However, 
the Neuman Systems model (NSM) is more suitable for this study. Under the NSM, an 
individual’s health is a continuum of wellness to illness that is dynamic in nature and is 
constantly changing (Ahmadi & Sadeghi, 2017). The individual’s health will be in danger 
when the stressors breach the defense line. The NSM can be applied to interpret the risk 
factors of falls. A higher number of stressors would increase the risk for falls (Titler, 
Shever, Kanak, Picone, & Qin, 2011). Indeed, previous literature found that there were 
six major causes of falls: environmental, medication, medical conditions, changes 
associated with aging, nutritional and lack of exercise (Oakley et al., 1996). According to 
the Neuman System Theory, it is important to address the interaction of extrinsic and 
intrinsic factors while the individual adapts to the changing environment. If an individual 
cannot adapt to the environmental changes, illness will follow. In another words, failing 
to react to the risk factors would lead to a patient easily experiencing a fall. As a result, 
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the goal of the NSM is to help health service providers maintain the client system through 
determining and reducing stressors. 
Policies and Initiatives on Fall 
Based on the literature review, it is of note that many falls are preventable. 
Public sectors have also addressed the need to implement fall prevention programs. For 
example, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have developed a fall 
prevention toolkit for health care providers to help older adults reduce falls by 
implementing the American Geriatrics Society’s clinical guidelines for fall prevention. 
State governments have also addressed falls among older adults through legislation.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has played a critical role 
in fall prevention research, policy, and programs. It supports effective fall prevention 
programs in multiple ways, such as education for health care providers and 
implementation of evidence-based fall prevention programs for older adults. In fact, the 
CDC has funded over $24,900,000 in fall-related studies and programs over decades 
(Sleet, Moffett, & Stevens, 2008). Researchers have proposed several suggestions under 
the public health model. The National Center for Injury Prevention and Control (NCIPC) 
applied the public health model as a framework to guide fall prevention research at four 
stages: define the problem, identify risk factors, develop and test interventions, translate 
and disseminate effective interventions (Sleet, Moffett, & Stevens, 2008). It is important 
to gather robust epidemiologic data on patterns of fall at different levels. In fact, it is 
essential to investigate the risk factors associated with specific populations and to 
improve interventions for targeted population subgroups with unique characteristics and 
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with different risk factors. Finally, it is beneficial to promote translations and 
disseminations of effective interventions nationwide. 
Summary 
One of the major health risks among seniors is falls (Rizzo et al., 1998; Masud, 
& Morris, 2001).  Health care costs associated with falls are increasing worldwide with 
falls in older people with mental health conditions associated with higher costs than the 
general population of older people (Finkelstein, Prabhu, & Chen, 2007). These issues are 
significant for three main reasons: the financial burden associated with falls, the mobility 
and mortality rate related to falls, and the quality of care provided by practitioners related 
to falls. There is important to understand how different risk factors impact the incidence 
of falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. The goal of this study is to fill the 
lack of falls studies that target the elderly with cognitive impairment. In addition, 
investigating the risk factors of falls can improve health professionals’ knowledge that 







Chapter Three: Methodology  
Study Design      
The study used a longitudinal cohort design that included five years of 
secondary data from elderly participants in the Health Aging and Body Composition 
(HealthABC) study (Newman, Haggerty, Kritchevsky, Nevitt, & Simonsick, 2003). This 
study used secondary data analysis for several reasons. First of all, the longitudinal nature 
of the HealthABC dataset allowed researchers to investigate the changes of phenomena 
over time. Also, researchers are able to access a large sample of the population from the 
secondary dataset. In addition, using secondary data saved time and cost in the study. The 
study period for this study was from 2006 to 2010. The baseline data was collected at 
2006. At baseline, the study recruited 3,075 individuals aged 70-79 who lived in the 
community and were free from mobility limitations from population-based lists of 
Medicare enrollees from Pittsburgh and Memphis. This study performed yearly clinic 
examinations and phone interviews over four follow up years in 2007, 2008, 2009, and 
2010. The data from 2006 to 2010 was used for analysis in this study, as this was the 
most recent available data source that met our study aims. The study included all older 
adults who enrolled in the HealthABC study. The exclusion criteria included individuals 
who have had life threatening illnesses and had missing data of falls records during the 
study period. Figure 1 presented the study design: 
 
Figure 1: Study Design 
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Data Source 
The data for this study were from the HealthABC study developed by the 
National Institute of Aging. The purpose of the HealthABC study was to evaluate body 
composition, factors associated with functional decline, and impairment status by 
developing, testing, and applying new methodologies (Newman, Haggerty, Kritchevsky, 
Nevitt, & Simonsick, 2003). It provided opportunities for researchers who used the data 
to develop research topics associated with generic populations. In the HealthABC dataset, 
the participants were recruited from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from 
Pittsburgh and Memphis. Baseline phone interviews and clinic-based examinations were 
conducted between 1997 and 1998. At baseline, the study population included 3,075 men 
and women aged 70-79 who lived in the community and were free from mobility 
limitations. All participants gave written informed consent, and the institutional review 
board at both study sites approved all protocols. Follow-up clinical examinations and 
phone interviews were performed each year from 1999 to 2014. Comprehensive health 
information and functional performance were collected through questionnaires and 
diagnostic screening during interviews and clinic visits.  
The HealthABC study was initiated and developed in the Intramural Research 
Department in the Laboratory of Epidemiology and Population Sciences. The study was 
conducted through research contracts with the Coordinating Unit at the University of 
California, San Francisco and the field centers, University of Pittsburgh, and the 
University of Tennessee Health Science Center, Memphis. The HealthABC dataset has 
been widely used in many studies; in fact, over five hundred publications have used the 
HealthABC dataset in their studies. The HealthABC data is a credible longitudinal 
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dataset for researchers to study risk factors associated with functional decline and 
impairment status among older adults (Newman, Haggerty, Kritchevsky, Nevitt, & 
Simonsick et al., 2001; Kamil et al., 2015; Naples et al., 2016).  
In the past, several studies used the HealthABC dataset to study mobility and 
falls among older adults. For example, Newman and his colleague (2003) used the 
HealthABC dataset to exam the association between walking performance and 
cardiovascular response. Kamil and his colleague (2015) used the HealthABC dataset to 
investigate the association between hearing impairment and falls among older adults. 
Furthermore, the study explored drug effects associated with gait speed in Naples’s study 
(Naples et al., 2016). There are a number of publications that used the HealthABC dataset 
to analyze mobility, falls and cognitive impairment among the older adults in the 
community (Cesari et al., 2005, Faulkner et al., 2006, Inzitari et al., 2007, Deshpande et 
al., 2008, Fragala et al., 2016) 
This study, used data from 2006 to 2010. General health information, such as 
BMI and depression symptoms, self-rated overall health, was gathered during annual 
clinical visits. The number of falls was recorded each year in the study period. The gait 
speed was measured during the 2006-2010 examinations by recording the time that 
participants took to complete the balance walk test. The study recorded the usual gait 
speed over a 6-meter walk and gait speed over a 6-meter narrow walk. Medication data 
were collected annually from 2006 to 2010. Interviewers used a state-of-the-art “brown 
bag” review method to record the name of drugs, strength, and the frequency of use in the 
previous two weeks (Naples et al., 2016). The medication data were edited and coded 
using the Iowa Drug Information System (IDIS) Drug Vocabulary and 
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Thesaurus. Cognitive status was measured through the Modified Mini-Mental Status 
Examination test from 2006 to 2010 at each annual clinic visit. HealthABC data become 
available for all the researchers in 2017. After the National Institute on Aging (NIA) 
approved the study proposal, researchers received the HealthABC dataset. The 
Institutional Review Board at Seton Hall University approved the study proposal. 
Unit of Analysis 
This study focused on indicating/identifying the risk factors of falls among 
cognitively normal and cognitively impaired older adults. Therefore, the unit of analysis 
is the older adults who enrolled in the HealthABC study in 2006.  
Measurement 
Dependent Variable 
Occurrence of fall  
The dependent variable for hypotheses is occurrence fall. The study reported the 
event for elderly who experienced their fall during the study period. In this study, the 
definition from the American Nurses Association was adopted, which defines a fall as 
“an unplanned descent to the floor (or extension of the floor, e.g., trash can or other 
equipment) with or without injury to the patient, and occurs on an eligible reporting 
nursing unit” (Currie, 2006; Montalvo, 2007). All types of falls were included whether 
they resulted from physiological reasons (fainting) or environmental reasons (slippery 
floor). The study asked the question, “Have you fallen and landed on the ground or the 
floor in the past 12 months?” The occurrence of falls was recorded in the yearly clinic 
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interview. We categorized the fall variables into two groups: fallers (fallen in the 
previous year) and no fallers.  
Independent Variables 
Cognitive status  
Cognitive status is an independent variable. Participants in the original Health 
ABC Study completed the 3MS, and their cognitive function was assessed on a scale 
from 0–100; the higher the score, the better the cognitive function. The sensitivity of the 
3MS has been reported as .84 and the specificity as .71(Van Patten, Britton, & Tremont, 
2018). Furthermore, the 3MS has been shown to be a valid and reliable measurement of 
cognitive status (Teng & Chui, 1987; Van Patten, Britton, & Tremont, 2018). The 3MS 
explains more variance and shows improved accuracy compare to the Mini-Mental State 
Examination, and it has been used in several studies to evaluate cognitive status (Wright 
et al., 2009; Naples et al., 2016). The participants were categorized into different groups, 
where a score of 81–100 was normal cognition and below 80 meant cognitive impairment. 
In this study, we placed participants into two groups based on their 3MS scores: normal 
cognition (score of 81–100) and cognitively impaired (score of 0–80). After placing the 
participants into different groups, it treated cognitive status as a continuing variable using 
the 3MS score. 
Gait performance 
The study used walking speed as indicator of gait performance. The original 
study measured walking speed by using the 6-Meter Walk test. The 6-Meter Walk test 
has been shown to be valid and reliable for evaluating the walking ability of individuals; 
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the test-retest reliability coefficient has been shown to be .88 and validity was indicated 
by a moderate correlation coefficient of .71(Rikli & Jones, 1998; Lam, Lau, Chan, & 
Sykes, 2010; Peters, Fritz, & Krotish, 2013). All the participants in the Health ABC 
Study were asked to a walk 6 m walking course at their usual pace, following the 
instruction “go”. The interviewer recorded the time in which the participants completed 
the 6-Meter walk. The walking speed was calculated by dividing the distance walked by 
the time. The participants were asked to complete two walking trials, and the faster 
walking speed was selected as the normal gait speed for analysis. In order to increase the 
challenge of the walking performance, the interviewer conducted a narrow-base walk test 
to record the narrow-based gait speed over the same walking distance (Simonsick et al., 
2001; Bandinelli et al., 2006). The participants were required to walk between lines of 
colored tape that were placed 20 cm apart. The faster speed of the walking trials was 
considered to be the narrow-base speed. If an individual could not complete the narrow 
walk test, the narrow-base speed was recorded as zero. A number of studies have 
demonstrated that the narrow-base walk test is a valid and reliable gait measurement 
(Gimmon, Jacob, Lenoble-Hoskovec, Büla, & Melzer, 2013; Gimmon et al., 2016; 
Rosenblum & Melzer, 2017). The reliability of the narrow-base walk test has been 
indicated by a reliability coefficient of .95 and its validity coefficient has been shown to 
be .75 (Rosenblum & Melzer, 2017). For the proposed study, the previously recorded 
normal gait speed and the narrow-base gait speed used to compute the changes in the 
normal gait speed and the narrow-based gait speed over time. The changes in walk speed 
were calculated by subtracting the walking speed recorded in the previous year from the 
walking speed of the present year. This reflects the change in walking speed over time. 
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We included normal gait speed, narrow-pace gait speed, and the difference between 
normal gait speed and narrow-pace gait speed in our study. 
Medication  
Medication usage is considered as an independent variable in this study. Health 
issues associated with drug effects are common among older adults as approximately 
72% of the elderly use at least one drug. Indeed, evidence shows that prescription drugs 
increase the risk of falls (Echt, Samelson, Hannan, Dufour, & Berry, 2013). Consistent 
with pervious studies, the study focused on used of medication from central nervous 
system group (Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008; Sterke et al., 2012; Whitney, 
Close, Jackson, & Lord, 2012). This study included use of central nervous system (CNS) 
medication and number of CNS medication as independent variables in this study. This 
study tested how CNS medication was associated with falls among older adults with 
cognitive impairment. The study adopted the definition of CNS medication from pervious 
studies that included selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor antidepressants, tricyclic 
antidepressants, other antidepressants, conventional antipsychotics, atypical 
antipsychotics, opioid receptor agonist analgesics and benzodiazepine receptor agonistic 
(Pahor et al., 1994, Weiner, Hanlon, & Studenski, 1998, Wright et al., 2009). Table 1 
presents the list of CNS medications with Iowa Drug Information System (IDIS) code 
(Semla, Beizer, & Higbee, 2014). The annual health interviews reported participants 
whether they had taken a particular class of prescription medication or non-prescription 
medication. The study indicated participants who received any CNS medication to 
evaluate the relationship between the use of CNS medications and falls. Furthermore, the 
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number of total medication use was reported annually from 2006 and 2012 in order to 
evaluate the association between the number of medication and falls.       
Table 1: List of Central Nervous medication 
Iowa Drug Information 
System (IDIS) Code Medication Class/Medication Name 







































Opioid Receptor Agonist Analgesics 
28080818 Methadone 
28080819 Morphine 
28080840 Propoxyphene Hydrochloride 






28080810 Fentanyl (transdermal) 
28080818 Methadone 














*Reference: Geriatric Dosage Handbook (Semla, Beizer, & Higbee, 2014) 
 
 Covariate Variables 
The study included potential confounding variables that may influence the 
association between gait, medication, and falls. The study included general demographic 
and health information of older adults. Demographic factors included age, gender, race, 
site, marital status, and type of residence at baseline year 2006. In addition, Body Mass 
Index was calculated by weight and height. Study reported the self-reported general 
health status at the baseline year. The overall self-rated health status was rank from 1 to 5. 
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The 1 means excellent health and 5 means poor health. Further, study reported the ease of 
walking ¼ mile. The ability of walking ¼ mile was rank from 0 to 6. The 0 means not 
able to walk ¼ mile and 6 means very easy walk ¼ mile. 
In addition, depression, which was measured based on the short version of the 
Center for Epidemiologic Depression Scale, was also a covariate variable. The 10-item 
Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D-10) measures symptoms of 
depression through a 10-item questionnaire given by interviewers. Participants answer 
each question: 0= rarely or none of the time, 1= some or little of the time, 2= moderately 
or much of the time, 3= most or almost all the time, A higher total score means greater 
depression symptoms. The depression score was reported from annual interviews 
between 2006 and 2010 for the current study.  
Table 2: Descriptions of Variables 
Variables 
General 





of fall  
Study defined fall as those 
participants who reported 
having fallen and landed on 
the floor or ground in the 







Participants reported the 
number of falls in past 12 
months. 











Participants completed the 
Modified Mini-Mental State 
Examination (3MS), 
assessed cognitive function 
on a scale from 0–100. The 
higher the score means the 
better cognitive function. 
*Normal cognitive 
(score from 81-100)  
Cognitively impaired 
(score from 0-80) 
 
*After testing the risk 
factors of fall for 
cognitively impaired 
older adults, the study 
wanted to consider 
different levels of 
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cognitive impairment. 
Therefore, it treated 
cognitive status as a 
continuing variable 





speed for 6m 
walk 
All the participants were 
asked to walk a 6-m walking 
course following the 
instruction “go” at their 
usual pace. The interviewer 
recorded the time in which 
participants completed the 
6-m walk. Walking speed 
was calculated by dividing 
distance walked by the time. 
The participants were asked 
to complete two walking 
trails, and selected the faster 
walking speed as normal 
gait speed for analysis. 








The interviewer conducted a 
narrow base walk test to 
record the narrow-based gait 
speed over the same walking 
distance. The participants 
were required to walk 
between lines of colored 
tape placed 20 cm apart. 
They were asked to walk the 
trail two times. The faster 
speed of two walking trials 
was considered as narrow-
base speed 







Self-reported walking ability 
of 1 mile 
0=unable to do 
1=very difficult 
2= somewhat difficult 
3= a little difficult 
4= not that easy 









The usual walking speed of 
the year minus the usual 
walking speed of the 





walking speed  




The narrow walking speed 
of the year minus the narrow 
walking speed of the 











Any central nervous system 
medication use in previous 
year. 
Yes =1 





Total number of medication 















included age, gender, race, 
site, marital status, and type 
of residence at baseline year 
2006. Body Mass Index was 
calculated by weight in kg/ 
height in meters squared 
Age= number 
Gender= Female/ Male 
Race= Black/White 












The general self-rated health 
of participants 

















The Center for 
Epidemiologic Depression 
Scale measures depression 
through a 10-item 
questionnaire given by 
interviewers. Participants 
answer each question:0= 
rarely or none of the time, 
1= some or little of the time, 
2= moderately of much of 
the time, 3= most of almost 
all the time).  
 





Statistical Power    
In statistics, power is defined as power =1- β, where β is the probability of not 
making a type II error. More simply, β is the probability of not rejecting the null 
hypothesis when the null hypothesis is actually false. The more power the analysis has, 
the more likely you are to detect a false null hypothesis. The power of an analysis can be 
influenced by a variety of factors, including effect size, standard error of a difference, 
sample size, sample variability, and confidence or alpha (Sullivan & Feinn, 2012). The 
greater the effect sizes, the greater likelihood the H0 will be rejected. Researchers seek to 
determine that a large effect size actually exists. 
The study use G power analysis to determine the priori sample size for this study 
is 123. Given the number of predictors of 11, the D for the test of model will be set at 
0.05. To achieve power of 0.8 and a medium effect (f2=0.15), a sample size of at least 
123 is required to detect a significant model (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). 
Analysis 
Descriptive analysis         
The descriptive statistical analysis presented the overview of participant 
characteristics at baseline year 2006. First, it presented the overview descriptive analysis 
of all the participants in this study. After the review of the descriptive analysis of general 
older adults in this study, the participants were grouped into two groups based on their 
cognitive score: normal cognition (score from 81-100) and cognitively impaired (score 
from 0-80). The purpose of separately run descriptive analyses for two groups of older 
adults based on their cognitive status was to review whether there exist different 
demographic characteristics between older adults with cognitive impairment and older 
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adults without cognitive impairment. To address the unique characteristics of older adults 
with cognitive impairment, the study compared the baseline demographic characteristics 
between the two groups using Chi-square, Mann-Whitney U test, and independent t-test.  
 
Aim 1: What are the risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among 
older adults identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in 
Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
To explore the risk factors associated with the occurrence of fall among the 
older adults, the study used the Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) Model to test our 
hypothesis. The GEE Model is a marginal model for longitudinal data analysis. The GEE 
Model focuses on estimating the population averaged effects. In addition, there are 
several advantages to choosing the GEE model, such as no distributional assumptions, 
and estimates are consistent even with a mis-specified correlation structure.  In order to 
test the risk factors associated with falls, several parameter estimates needed to be 
evaluated. Subject i and time j, depend upon the regression parameters Ek, 
The estimating equation for the parameters Ek, is presented as follows: 
 
We used Quasi-likelihood under independence model criterion (QIC) to choose 
the best model and evaluate the goodness of fit. The study selected the model with the 
smaller QIC value. In the final GEE model, parameter estimate results presented how risk 
factors associate with outcome. The results for the GEE model are presented as an odds 
ratio. We were able to answer the hypothesis based on the parameter estimates, which 
provided an odds ratio. An odds ratio greater than 1 indicates increased risk. An odds 
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ratio less than 1 indicates decreased risk. The significant association indicated is based on 
p value. A p value <0.05 means there is significant association. Therefore, the final model 
is able to indicate the relationship between factors and incidence of falls among the older 
adults over time. These results helped us to answer which risk factors are significant with 
incidence of fall and how those factors contribute to the incidence of falls among older 
adults over time. 
 
Aim 2: Are risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among the older 
adults with cognitive impairment different from general older adult sample 
identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in Memphis and 
Pittsburgh? 
For the second hypothesis, the study compared the difference between older 
adults with cognitive impairment and those without cognitive impairment in the 
community from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Pittsburgh and 
Memphis. The Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) model was proposed to analyze 
risk factors associated with falls among the older adults with cognitive impairment. The 
study compared the results between the older adults with cognitive impairment and 
general older adults. The study compared the odds ratio for each risk factor contribution 
to falls between cognitively impaired and general older adults. The result indicated 
whether the risk factors significantly associated with incidence of fall are the same for 
general older adults and older adults with cognitive impairment.  
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Aim 3:  What is the association between gait performances and falls among 
cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults identified 
from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
To explore the association between gait patterns and falls among the overall 
older adults and those with cognitive impairment, the study used the Generalized 
Estimating Equation (GEE) Model to test our hypothesis. First, we assessed the 
unadjusted association between narrow gait speed, normal gait speed, and falls over time. 
An exchangeable working correlation structure accounted for multiple years of data from 
the same participants. Second, we added variables including age, gender, site, marital 
status, residence status, BMI, depression score, cognitive status, self-rated health, number 
of medication, and use of central nervous system medication as covariate to obtain 
adjusted odd ratio and 95% confidence intervals. The QIC score used to evaluate the 
goodness of fit. The model with smallest QIC score would be chosen as final model. 
In the final GEE model, parameter estimate results presented how narrow gait 
speed, narrow gait speed and the ease of walking 1/4 mile associate with fall among the 
overall older adults population. The results for the GEE model are presented as an odds 
ratio. We were able to answer the hypothesis based on the parameter estimates, which 
provided an odds ratio. An odds ratio greater than 1 indicates positive association with 
risk of falls, and an odds ratio of less than 1 indicate negative association with risk of 
falls. The significant association indicated is based on p value. A p value <0.05 means 
there is significant association.   
To test the associations among the older adults with cognitive impairment, the 
study run the GEE model and only included the older adults who had 3MS score less than 
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81. The model fit would evaluate based on the QIC score. The final GEE model included 
the independent variables: normal gait speed and narrow gait speed. In addition, covariate 
variables including age, gender, site, marital status, residence status, BMI, depression 
symptoms score, cognitive status, self-rated health, number of medication, and use of 
central nervous system medication. The odds ratio from the final GEE model indicated 
how the independent factors related to the falls. If the p value <0.05 means there is 
significant association. The results were used to indicate that how normal gait speed and 
narrow gait speed associate with fall among the older adults with cognitive impairment. 
The study aims to further exam the association between changing gait speeds 
and falls among the older adults with cognitive impairment and those without cognitive 
impairment. Therefore, it proposed the GEE Model and use change in normal gait speed 
and change in narrow gait speed as independent variables. The repeated measure period 
was from year 2006 to year 2010. The final GEE model included the covariate variables 
including age, gender, site, marital status, residence status, BMI, depression score, 
cognitive status, self-rated health, number of medication, and use of central nervous 
system medication. The statistical test was run for two sample groups. The first statistical 
test included all the older adults in the study. The odds ratio from the final GEE model 
indicated how change in narrow gait speed and normal gait speed associated with falls 
among the overall older adults population. The second statistical test only included the 
older adults with cognitive impairment. All the models would test the goodness of fit 
based on the QIC scores. The odds ratio from the final GEE model indicated how change 
in narrow gait speed and normal gait speed associated with falls among older adults with 
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cognitive impairment. The significant association indicated is based on p value. A p value 
<0.05 means there is significant association.   
 
Aim 4: What is the association between taking CNS medication and falls among 
cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults identified 
from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
To explore the association between effects of medication and falls among the 
overall older adults and cognitive impaired older adults, the Generalized Estimating 
Equation (GEE) Model was performed to test the hypotheses. First, the study assessed the 
unadjusted association between the effect of central nervous system, number of 
medication and falls over time. Second, it added variables including age, gender, site, 
marital status, residence status, BMI, depression score, cognitive status, self-rated health, 
ease walking 1/4 mile, usual walking speed and narrow walking speed as covariate to 
obtain adjusted odd ratios and their 95% confidence intervals. The statistical test was run 
for two sample groups. The first statistical test included all the older adults in the study. 
The odds ratio from the final GEE model indicated how effects of medication associated 
with falls among the overall older adults population. The second statistical test only 
included the older adults with cognitive impairment. All the models used Quasi-
likelihood under independence model criterion (QIC) to choose the best model and 
evaluate the goodness of fit. The study selected the model with the smaller QIC value. In 
the final GEE model, parameter estimate results presented how risk factors associate with 
outcomes. The results for the GEE model are presented as risk ratios. We were able to 
answer the hypothesis based on the parameter estimates, which are provided as odd ratios. 
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An odds ratio greater than 1 indicates positive association with risk of falls, and an odds 
ratio of less than 1 indicate negative association with risk of falls.The significance of 
association is based on p value. A p value <0.05 means there is significant association. 
Therefore, the final model was able to answer the hypothesis that there is a significant 
association between the effects of medication and falls over time. 
 
Aim 5: Does gait performance have a mediating effect on the relationship between 
the use of CNS medication and the occurrence of falls among older adults identified 
from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
In accordance with the path model, we aim to test whether gait patterns have a 
mediating effect on the relationship between the central nervous system medication taken 
and the outcome variable (occurrence of falls). In other words, the mediation model can 
be used to explain the way in which one independent variable (CNS medication) has an 
effect on the dependent variable (falls) through its influence on some mediating variable 
(gait performance).  Graphically, the path model can be depicted as follows: 
                                
Figure 2: Path Model 
This study proposed using longitudinal data to conduct the path analysis, which 
is an application of a structural equation model that is able to examine the changes of 
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variables over time and the relationships between all paths. In this study, it tested 
medication, gait speed, and falls over time and the relationship between all three paths. 
The model developed based on the principles for mediation and the mediation testing in 
longitudinal design (Cole & Maxwell, 2003). Measurements taken from individuals at 
multiple times are utilized to model change for individuals over time. The variable Y is 
measured at t time points. The path model can be expressed in the following function:  
                                    M(t) = Z(t)α(t) + ε1(t),                           (1)  
                                   Y (t)  = Z(t)γ(t) + M(t)β(t) + ε2(t),           (2)      
For this study, we ran the mediation path analysis separately for each variable at 
the multiple study time points. The cross-sectional association model evaluates the 
trajectories for each study variable. This study measured the variables five times during 
the study period. In addition, the study not only included the cross-sectional association, 
but also included prior associations and the possibility of auto regressive pathway. The 
study used the X2 statistic, comparative fit index (CFI) and root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA) to assess model fit. The model indicated a good fit when p 




Figure 3: Path Model Diagram 
Figure 3 presents the model used to test the indirect relationship to identify the 
mediation effects of gait speed between effects of medication and falls. The path is 
statistical significances if the p value <0.05.  The study estimated the paths from both 
medication to gait speed and from gait speed to falls to be significant, indicating that gait 
speed mediated the link between medication and falls. If the direct effect of medication 
on falls was not significant, gait speed was considered a significant mediator between 
medication and falls. The results were used to answer the hypothesis that gait speed is a 






Chapter Four: Results 
This chapter presented the results of the statistical analyses performed to test the 
research hypotheses. Prior to conducting hypothesis testing, descriptive statistics were 
first determined to provide summaries of the demographic characteristics at baseline. The 
analysis plan includes the following: First, the study compared the demographic 
characteristics of older adults with cognitive impairment and older adults without 
cognitive impairment at baseline. Second, the study utilized the generalized estimating 
equation (GEE) model to test study hypotheses one to ten. This section presented the 
statistical results and findings that were used to test the hypotheses. Finally, the study 
conducted the path analysis for mediation effects. The study used results from the path 
analysis to address hypothesis eleven. 
Results of Descriptive Statistics  
Table 3 presented the demographic characteristics of the study sample of 1,570 
participants at baseline. The mean (SD) age of the sample was 81.8 (SD = 2.69) years 
(Table 1). The average age of older adults in this study sample was in the category of 
oldest older adult (age over 80), based on the World Health Organization’s classification. 
Although they were in the oldest group of the older population, most participants (74%) 
reported their overall health status as ranging between “excellent” and “good”, with the 
largest proportion (39.4%) reporting their overall health as good. The distribution 
between male and female was almost even (50.8% male and 49.2% female). Table 1 
presented that 54.3% of the participants were black, and more than 80% of participants 
were community dwelling and living in single-family homes. Approximately 34% of the 
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participants were married and 49.7% of the participants were widowed. Finally, 65.6% of 
the participants were from Memphis and 34.4% of the participants were from Pittsburgh. 
As shown in Table 3, the mean of body mass index (BMI) was 27.18, with an 
SD of 4.91. The mean of depression score was 5.07 with an SD of 4.18. The higher score 
means greater depression symptom. In addition, 17.5% of older adults were cognitively 
impaired. The result shown that over 60% of participates reported that they were able to 
walk ¼ mile easily. The mean of usual walking speed was 0.96 m/sec with an SD of 0.33 
m/sec. The mean of narrow walking speed was 0.62 m/sec, with a SD of 0.51. Over 50% 
of participants took more than four medications, and 25% of participants took drugs for 
the central nervous system (CNS). In the base year, 30.7% of the older adults experienced 
a fall. 
Table 3: Characteristics of the Study Sample at Baseline (n = 1,570) 
Variables n (%) Mean (±SD) 
Demographics 




  Male  798(50.8) 
 Female  772(49.2) 
 Race 
  White 718(45.7) 
 Black 852(54.3) 
 Type of home 
  Community-dwelling single-family home 832(80.2) 
 Home, apartment, or other unit where     
optional services are provided 
112(10.8) 
 Facility where you are provided with      





 Marital Status 
  Married 356(34.3) 
 Widowed 516(49.7) 
 Divorced 69(6.6) 
 Separated 3(0.3) 
 Never Married 37(3.6) 
 Site 
  Memphis 1030(65.6) 
 Pittsburgh 540(34.4) 
 Health status 
  BMI, kg/m2 
 
27.18 (4.91) 




      Normal  1295(82.5) 
    Impaired 275(17.5)  
Self-rated health 
  Poor 98(5.3) 
 Fair 383(20.8) 
 Good 73(39.4) 
 Very good 509(27.5) 
 Excellent 129(7.0) 
 Gait performance  
Ease walking1/4 mile   
Unable to do 149(8.4)  
Very difficult 137(7.7)  
Somewhat difficult 194(10.9)  
A little difficult 131(7.3)  
Not that easy 80(4.5)  
Somewhat easy 544(30.5)  
    Very easy 548(30.7) 
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Walking speed (usual) 
 
0.96(0.33) 




  Central nervous system medication (taken) 374(25.0) 
 Number of medications 
      1-4 medications 597(39.9) 
    4-10 medications 734(49.1)  
    >10 medications   165(11.0）  
Falls 491(30.7) 
  
The study performed a prior comparison analysis on the risk factors (the 
independent variables) between cognitively normal and cognitively impaired older adults 
at baseline to gain insight into what to expect in hypothesis tests. Table 4 presented the 
comparison risk factors in two groups based on their cognitive statuses at baseline. The 
study used the Chi-square test, independent t-test, and Mann-Whitney U test to compare 
the two groups. If the variables did not meet the normal distribution assumption, the 
Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the differences between the two independent 
groups.  









Variables n (%) 
Mean 




















  Race 





  Black 710(54.8) 
 
142(51.6) 
  Type of home 








  Home, apartment, 
or other unit where 





  Facility where you 
are provided with 
assistance in most or 




  Other 3(0.4) 
 
0 
  Marital Status 





  Widowed 387(47.9) 
 
60(64.5) 
  Divorced 51(6.3) 
 
5(5.4) 
  Separated 2(0.2) 
 
1(1.1) 
  Never Married 34(4.2) 
 
1(1.1) 
  Site 





  Pittsburgh 357(27.6) 
 
183(66.5) 
  Health status 


















  Fair 223(17.2) 
 
83(30.3) 
  Good 536(41.4) 
 
86(31.3) 
  Very good 391(30.2) 
 
76(27.6) 
  Excellent 106(8.2) 
 
11(4.0) 
  Gait performance 
     Ease walking1/4 mile .02* 
    Unable to do 71(5.6)  27(10.7)   
    Very difficult 87(6.9)  19(7.5)   
    Somewhat difficult 131(10.3)  29(11.5)   
    A little difficult 79(6.2)  21(8.3)   
    Not that easy 54(4.3)  14(5.5)   
    Somewhat easy 416(32.8)  67(26.5)   
    Very easy 431(34.0)  76(30.0)   



















Number of medication 
(cat) 
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    1-4 medications  495(40.0) 102(39.4)  
    4-10 medications   607(49.1)  126(48.7)   
    >10 medications   134(10.9)  31(11.9)   
* p value < .05  
     
In table 4, older adults who had a 3MS score < 80 were considered cognitively 
impaired. The results shown that there was no statistically significant (p value > 0.05) 
difference between older adults with cognitive impairment and without cognitive 
impairment with respect to age (p value = 0.07), race (p value = 0.34), type of home (p 
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value = 0.36), number of medications (p value = 0.87), and use of CNS medication (p 
value = 0.51). However, the results indicated that most of the participants with cognitive 
impairment were male, widowed older adults from Pittsburgh. Also, there was a 
statistically significant difference (p value < 0.05) between the two groups with regards to 
depression (p value = 0.00) and self-rated health conditions (p value = 0.00) More than 
30% of older adults with cognitive impairment considered their health conditions as fair. 
Only 17% of older adults reported fair health condition among normal cognition older 
adults. Older adults with cognitive impairment were more likely to have depression. 
Finally, 51% of older adults with cognitive impairment reported that they had difficulty 
in completing 1 mile of walking and 11% of them reported that they were not able to 
complete ¼ mile of walking. The walking abilities of ¼ mile in older adults with 
cognitive impairment were statistically significant different from older adults without 
cognitive impairment (p value 0.02 < 0. 05). Both usual walking speed (p value = 0.00) 
and narrow walking speed (p value = 0.00) were statistically significantly different 
between the two groups (p value < 0.05).        
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Figure 4: This pie graph illustrates the ease walking 1/4 mile between two groups at 
baseline 
Figure 4 presented the ability to walk 1/4 mile as reported in the base year. The 
percentage of easy of walking 1 mile was higher in the normal cognition group, p value = 
0.02(< 0.05) indicated that there was a statistically significant difference related to 
walking 1/4 mile between cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older 
adults.  
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Research Question 1: What are the risk factors associated with the occurrence of a 
fall among older adults identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees 
in Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
The study used the GEE model to test the risk factors associated with the 
occurrence of a fall among older adults identified from population-based lists of 
Medicare enrollees in Memphis and Pittsburgh. In the GEE model, results of parameter 
estimate present how risk factors are associated with the occurrence of fall. The 
associations between the risk factors and falls are presented as odds ratios in the GEE 
model.  
Table 5 Goodness of fit of different working correlation matrices 






In Table 5, the study used the quasi-likelihood under independence model 
criterion (QIC) to evaluate the goodness of fit of the model. Under the independence 
correlation structure, we found that the model had the smallest QIC value and is thus 
chosen as the preferred model. The current GEE model included variables such as age, 
race, gender, BMI, depression score, cognitive score, taken CNS medication, number of 



















4.12 2.50 0.10 0.02 0.00 2.20 
Age 0.01 0.03 0.73 1.01 0.96 1.06 
Black 0.02 0.13 0.86 1.02 0.79 1.32 
Female 0.42 0.14 0.00* 0.66 0.50 0.86 
BMI, kg/m2 0.02 0.01 0.20 0.98 0.95 1.01 
CES-D score (depression score) 0.06 0.02 0.00* 1.06 1.03 1.10 
3MS score (cognitive score) 0.04 0.01 0.00* 1.05 1.03 1.07 
Taken CNS Medication 0.30 0.15 0.05* 1.35 1.00 1.82 
Number of medication (>10) 0.13 0.21 0.54 1.14 0.75 1.72 
Number of medication (4-10) 0.20 0.13 0.13 1.23 0.94 1.59 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
easy 0.59 0.35 0.09 0.55 0.28 1.09 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat easy 0.63 0.33 0.06 0.53 0.28 1.02 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Not that 
easy 0.76 0.42 0.07 0.47 0.21 1.07 
Ease walking ¼ mile = A little 
difficult 0.33 0.38 0.39 0.72 0.34 1.52 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat difficult 0.36 0.35 0.31 0.70 0.35 1.39 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
difficult 0.40 0.35 0.25 0.67 0.34 1.33 
Usual walking speed (m/sec) 0.45 0.26 0.08 0.64 0.38 1.06 
Narrow walking speed (m/sec) 0.51 0.15 0.00* 0.60 0.45 0.81 
*p value < .05 
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In multivariate GEE analyses (Table 6), the variable “Taken CNS medication” 
had a statistically significant association with the risk of fall. Female participants had a 
lower risk of fall, with an odds ratio of 0.66 and 95% CI (0.50, 0.86). Older adults who 
received drugs from the CNS group were more likely to fall than others, with an odds 
ratio of 1.35 and 95% CI (1.00, 1.82). Furthermore, there was positive association 
between Modified Mini-Mental State (3MS) score and risk of fall, with an odds ratio of 
1.06 and 95% CI (1.03, 1.07). Older adults with a higher level of depression symptoms 
were more likely to fall, with an odds ratio of 1.04 and 95% CI (1.02, 1.07). Older adults 
had faster narrow walking speed were less likely to fall, with an odds ratio 0.60 and 95% 
CI (0.45, 0.81). We rejected the null hypothesis 1 and concluded that gender (p value 
0.00), taken CNS medications (p value = 0.05), 3MS score (p value = 0.00), depression 
score (p value = 0.00), and narrow walking speed (p value = 0.00) were statistically 
significantly (p value < 0.05) associated with the occurrence of falls. 
 
Research Question 2: Are risk factors associated with the occurrence of a fall among 
the older adults with cognitive impairment different from general older adult 
sample identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees in Memphis and 
Pittsburgh? 
For the second research question, the study only included the sample 
of cognitively impaired older adults as determined by their 3MS score. Older adults with 
a 3MS score below 80 were considered cognitively impaired and included in the 
hypothesis testing. Under the independence correlation structure, the current model had 
the smallest QIC value (167.81), which met the criteria for the good model fit. The GEE 
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model for older adults with cognitive impairment included variables such as age, race, 
gender, BMI, depression score, cognitive score, taken CNS medication, number of 
medication, ease waking ¼ mile, usual walking speed and narrow walking speed. 
 
Table 7: Results of Multivariate Analysis of Risk Factors Associated with Fall 












-7.76 8.49 0.36 0.00 0.00 
7244.7
2 
Age 0.09 0.09 0.31 1.10 0.92 1.31 
Black -0.32 0.49 0.51 0.72 0.28 1.89 
Female 0.21 0.51 0.68 1.23 0.45 3.37 
BMI, kg/m2 -0.03 0.05 0.58 0.97 0.87 1.08 
CES-D score (depression score) 0.06 0.05 0.27 1.06 0.95 1.18 
3MS score (cognitive score) 0.00 0.03 0.90 1.00 0.95 1.05 
Taken CNS Medication 0.73 0.53 0.17 2.07 0.74 5.81 
Number of medication (>10) -0.75 0.66 0.26 0.47 0.13 1.74 
Number of medication (4-10) 0.02 0.47 0.96 1.02 0.41 2.55 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
easy 0.52 1.03 0.62 1.68 0.22 12.75 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat easy 1.19 0.93 0.20 3.28 0.53 20.36 
Ease walking ¼ mile = A little 
difficult 1.63 0.98 0.10 5.12 0.75 35.04 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat difficult 0.89 0.97 0.36 2.42 0.36 16.32 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
difficult 1.62 0.93 0.08 5.05 0.82 31.10 
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Usual walking speed (m/sec) 
-1.71 0.78 0.03* 
  
0.18 0.04 0.84 
Narrow walking speed (m/sec) 
0.06 0.63 0.92 
  
1.06 0.31 3.68 
*p value < .05 
In the multivariate GEE analysis of the risk factors associated with falls among 
older adults with cognitive impairment, age (p value = 0.36), race (p value = 0.31), 
gender (p value = 0.51), BMI (p value = 0.68), taking CNS medication (p value = 0.17), 
3MS score (p value = 0.90), depression score (p value = 0.27), and narrow walking speed 
(p value 0.92) were not statistically significantly (p value >0.05) associated with the 
occurrence of falls (Table 7). In addition, there was no evidence supporting that ability to 
walk ¼ mile is associated with the incidence of falls among older adults with cognitive 
impairment. The p value of “Ease walking ¼ mile” was above 0.05 and did not reach the 
statistically significance. The p value of usual walking speed was 0.03. Thus, there was a 
statistically significant association between usual walking speed and falls. Cognitive 
impaired older adult who had faster usual walking speed was less likely to fall, with an 
odds ratio 0.18 and 95% CI (0.04, 0.84). 
Comparing the results between Table 6 and Table 7, we rejected the null 
hypothesis that risk factors associated with occurrence of falls between older adults with 
cognitive impairment are same as general older adults identified from population-based 
lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh. Different from the general 
older adults sample, the results thus indicated that usual walking speed was statistically 
significantly associated with falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. 
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Research Question 3: What is the association between gait performances and falls 
among cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults 
identified from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Memphis and 
Pittsburgh? 
The study used walking speed as indicator of gait performance. Table 6 
presented an overview of gait performance variables measured over the study period. The 
means of usual walking speed and narrow walking speed decreased from year 1 to year 5 
(Table 8). However, there were not clear trend of the changing of usual and narrow speed 
based on the Table 6 results. 
Table 8: Gait Patterns of Older Adults (All Sample) 
Variables Year 1 Year 2  Year 3 Year 4 Year5 
Usual walking speed 
(m/sec) 0.95(0.33) 0.90(0.34) 0.91(0.34) 0.82(0.57) 0.78(0.43) 
Narrow walking 








0.04(0.42) 0.01(0.44) 0.07(0.34) 0.04(0.32) 
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Figure 5: Bar Chart of Ability to walk 1 mile, measured over five yearly visits 
 
Furthermore, the number of participants that reported they had difficulty in 
completing 1 mile of walking increased over the study period. Figure 5 shown that older 
adults’ ability to walk 1 mile decreased over the years.  
After overviewing the gait patterns of overall sample, the study separately ran 
multivariate GEE analyses of gait patterns with risk of fall for cognitively normal older 
adults and cognitively impaired older adults. The study used 3M score to determine the 
cognitive status. Older adults with a 3MS score below 80 were considered cognitively 
impaired. The study would run the multivariate GEE analyses that included Ease walking 
¼ mile, and usual gait speed and narrow gait speed for cognitively normal older adults 
and cognitively impaired older adults. After that, the study would run multivariate 
analyses that included changing usual walking speed and changing narrow walking speed 
for cognitively normal older adults and cognitively impaired older adults. Total four 
analyses would performance one by one under this research question. 
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Table 9: Results of Multivariate Analysis of Gait Patterns with Risk Of Fall 









     
Lower Upper 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
easy 0.65 0.37 0.08 0.52 0.25 1.08 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat easy 0.75 0.36 0.04 0.47 0.24 0.96 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Not 
that easy 0.78 0.45 0.08 0.46 0.19 1.11 
Ease walking ¼ mile = A little 
difficult 0.50 0.42 0.24 0.61 0.27 1.38 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat difficult 0.44 0.38 0.24 0.64 0.31 1.34 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
difficult 0.54 0.38 0.16 0.58 0.28 1.23 
Usual walking speed (m/sec) 0.36 0.28 0.20 0.70 0.40 1.21 
Narrow walking speed (m/sec) 0.56 0.16  0.00* 0.57 0.42 0.78 
Adjusted for Age, Race, Gender, BMI, CES-D score, 3MS score, number of medications, 
and use of CNS medication 
* p value < .05 
Under the independent correlation structure, the model had the smallest QIC 
value (1707.18), which met the criteria for good model fit. Table 9 presented the results 
of the multivariate analyses of gait patterns and falls in cognitively normal older adults. 
In the multivariate analysis of the cognitively normal sample, narrow walking speed was 
statistically significant associated with falls (p value = 0.00 < 0.05). Table 9 shown that 
there was negative association between narrow walking speed and falls (after adjusting 
for age, race, gender, BMI, CES-D score, 3M score, number of medications and use of 
CNS medications), with an odds ratio of 0.57; 95% CI (0.42, 0.78). However, ability to 
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walk ¼ mile was not statistically significantly associated with falls in the adjusted model, 
p value was above 0.05 (Table 9).  
Table 10: Results of Multivariate Analyses of Gait Patterns With Risk of A 









     
Lower Upper 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
easy 0.52 1.03 0.62 1.68 0.22 12.75 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat easy 1.19 0.93 0.20 3.28 0.53 20.36 
Ease walking ¼ mile = A little 
difficult 1.63 0.98 0.10 5.12 0.75 35.04 
Ease walking ¼ mile 
=Somewhat difficult 0.89 0.97 0.36 2.42 0.36 16.32 
Ease walking ¼ mile = Very 
difficult 1.62 0.93 0.08 5.05 0.82 31.10 
Usual walking speed (m/sec) 1.71 0.78 0.03* 0.18 0.04 0.84 
Narrow walking speed (m/sec) 0.06 0.63 0.92 1.06 0.31 3.68 
Adjusted for Age, Race, Gender, Site, BMI, CES-D score, 3MS score, number of 
medications, and use of CNS medication 
* p value < .05 
 
As seen in Table 10, cognitively impaired older adults had different results. In 
multivariate analyses of the older adults with cognitive impairment, ease walking ¼ mile 
(p value > 0.05) and narrow walking speed (p value =0.92 >0.05) were not statistically 
significantly correlated with occurrence of a fall in the adjusted model. The p value of 
usual walking speed was 0.03. Thus, there was a statistically significant association 
between usual walking speed and falls. Cognitive impaired older adult who had faster 
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usual walking speed was less likely to fall, with an odds ratio of 0.18 and 95% CI (0.04, 
0.84).  
Table 11: Results of Multivariate Analyses of The Association between 
Changing Gait Speed and Fall 
 
Cognitively normal older 
adults 
Cognitively impaired older 
adults 
 
Odds ratio p value Odds ratio p value 









.25 0.10(0.01, 0.99) .04* 
Adjusted for Age, Race, Gender, Site, BMI, CES-D score, 3MS score, number of 
medications, and use of CNS medication 
* p value < .05 
 
In order to further explore whether there was an association between changing 
walking speed and occurrence of a fall, annual changing gait speed over year 2 to year 5 
were used as independent variables to run multivariate analyses. Table 9 demonstrated 
that p value of changing usual walking speed was 0.51 in cognitively normal older adults 
and it was 0.88 in cognitively impaired older adults. Both p value were lager than 0.05, 
therefore, changing in usual walking speed was not significantly associated with fall 
neither overall older adults nor older adult with cognitive impairment. However, the 
results indicated that changing of narrow walking speed was significantly associated with 
the risk of fall among older adult with cognitive impairment, with an odds ratio of 0.10; 
95% CI (0.01, 0.89). The p value was below 0.05 significance level (0.04). 
In summary, we fail to reject null hypothesis three that usual walking speed was 
not associated with falls among normal cognition older adults. In addition, this study 
rejected null hypothesis four and concluded that narrow walking speed was statistically 
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significance associated with falls among cognitively normal older adults. The study 
rejected null hypothesis five indicated that usual walking speed was statistically 
significance associated with falls among cognitively impaired older adults. We fail to 
reject null hypothesis six, narrow walking speed was not statistically significantly 
associated falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. We fail to reject null 
hypothesis seven that change in usual walking speed was not associated with falls among 
cognitively normal older adults. Finally, we rejected null hypothesis eight that change in 
narrow walking speed was associated with falls among older adults with cognitive 
impairment. 
Research Question 4: What is the association between taking Central Nervous 
System (CNS) medication and falls among cognitively normal older adults and 
cognitively impaired older adults identified from population-based lists of Medicare 
enrollees from Memphis and Pittsburgh? 
Table 12 shown that number of medication and taken CNS medication was 
relatively highly correlated (r = 0.33). In this study, we used taken CNS medication in the 
hypothesis testing. 













N 1526 1526 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
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Table 13: Results of Multivariate Analyses of the Association between Taken 
CNS Medication And Fall 
 
Cognitively normal older 
adults 
Cognitively impaired older 
adults 
 
Odds ratio p value Odds ratio p value 
Taken CNS 




Adjusted for Age, Race, Gender, BMI, CES-D score, 3MS score, ease walking ¼ mile, 
usual walking speed and narrow walking speed 
* p value < .05 
 
As seen in Table 13, use of CNS medication was associated with the risk of a 
fall among cognitively normal older adults. A normal cognition older adult who took 
CNS medication had a higher risk of a fall compared with the odds ratio of 1.36, 95% CI 
(1.01, 1.85), in the adjusted regression analysis. Therefore, we rejected null hypothesis 
nine and concluded that cognitively normal older adults who taken CNS medications had 
a higher risk of a fall. Table 13 demonstrated that different result was obtained for the 
sample of older adult with cognitive impairment. There was no statistically significant 
association between the use of CNS medication and risk of fall. The p value of the use of 
CNS medication (p value = 0.20) did not reach statistical significance (p < 0.05) in the 
adjusted model. The results suggested that we fail to reject null hypothesis ten – namely, 
that cognitively impaired older adults who taken CNS medications did not have a higher 
risk of falls. 
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Research question 5: Does gait performance have a mediating effect on the 
relationship between taking CNS medication and the occurrence of falls among 
older adults? 
Testing the mediating effect of gait speed on the relationship between taking 
CNS medication and occurrence of a fall began with the development of a path model 
(Figure 6). Path a in Figure 6 shown the effect of taken CNS medication (CNS Med) to 
gait performance (NWPACE); Path b shown the effect of gait performance to occurrence 
of a fall (Fall), and Path c indicated the effect of CNS Med on Fall. 
 
Figure 6: Conceptual Illustration of the Path Model 
The study developed a longitudinal path analysis on the relationship between 
taken CNS medication, Gait performance, and Fall (see Figure 6). The study used narrow 
gait speed as indicator of gait performance. Additionally, cognitive status considered the 
covariance variable in the path model. The model used 5-year waves to examine the 
mediation effect. The model had a chi-square value of 330.71 with 79 degrees of 
freedom, Confirmatory Fit Index (CFI) of 0.89, and Root Mean Square Error of 
Approximation (RMSEA) of 0.05, which suggested that the model fit the data well. Table 
14 shown the results of the path analysis. 
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<--- CNS Med1 -0.09 -0.10 0.04 -2.58 0.01** 
CNS 
Med2 
<--- CNS Med1 0.69 0.66 0.02 27.54 *** 
FALL1 <--- CNS Med1 0.10 0.11 0.03 3.11 0.00** 
NWPA
CE2 
<--- CNS Med2 -0.06 -0.07 0.05 -1.63 0.10 
FALL1 <--- NWPACE1 -0.11 -0.10 0.03 -3.24 0.00** 
CNS 
Med3 
<--- CNS Med2 0.74 0.76 0.05 14.77 *** 
NWPA
CE2 
<--- NWPACE1 0.63 0.63 0.03 23.18 *** 
NWPA
CE2 




0.06 0.00 0.00 1.91 0.06 
FALL2 <--- CNS Med2 0.04 0.05 0.04 1.36 0.17 
NWPA
CE3 
<--- CNS Med3 -0.09 -0.09 0.10 -0.94 0.35 
FALL2 <--- NWPACE2 -0.16 -0.15 0.04 -3.73 *** 
CNS 
Med4 
<--- CNS Med3 0.80 0.82 0.05 16.85 *** 
FALL2 <--- FALL1 0.29 0.29 0.03 10.04 *** 
NWPA
CE3 
<--- NWPACE2 0.60 0.53 0.06 9.28 *** 
FALL2 <--- NWPACE1 -0.03 -0.03 0.04 -0.63 0.53 






0.04 0.00 0.00 1.34 0.18 
FALL3 <--- CNS Med3 0.14 0.15 0.04 3.55 *** 
NWPA
CE4 
<--- CNS Med4 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.13 0.90 
FALL3 <--- NWPACE3 -0.14 -0.15 0.09 -1.57 0.12 
CNS 
Med5 
<--- CNS Med4 0.61 0.59 0.06 9.19 *** 
FALL3 <--- FALL2 0.32 0.32 0.03 10.96 *** 
FALL3 <--- NWPACE2 0.10 0.09 0.06 1.58 0.11 
NWPA
CE4 




0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.99 
NWPA
CE4 
<--- NWPACE3 0.72 0.79 0.07 11.15 *** 
NWPA
CE5 
<--- CNS Med5 -0.05 -0.06 0.09 -0.59 0.55 
FALL4 <--- NWPACE4 -0.01 -0.01 0.12 -0.05 0.96 
FALL4 <--- FALL3 0.26 0.27 0.03 8.43 *** 
NWPA
CE5 
<--- CNS Med4 -0.11 -0.11 0.09 -1.28 0.20 




-0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.30 0.77 
FALL4 <--- CNS Med4 0.10 0.10 0.05 2.08 0.04** 
NWPA
CE5 
<--- NWPACE4 0.74 0.71 0.07 10.91 *** 
FALL5 <--- CNS Med5 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.80 0.43 
FALL5 <--- NWPACE5 -0.03 -0.03 0.14 -0.25 0.80 
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FALL5 <--- FALL4 0.41 0.41 0.03 13.77 *** 




0.03 0.00 0.00 1.17 0.24 




Dotted line-----No significant 
 
Figure 7: Illustration of Longitudinal Path Analysis 
The longitudinal path analysis model (Table 14 and Figure 7) indicated that the 
direct effects of CNS Med on Fall were statistically significant with β = 0.10, p value = 
0.00 < 0.05 at year 1; β = 0.14, p value = 0.00 < .05 at year 3; and β = 0.10, p value = 
0.04 < .05 at year 4. There was a statistically significant path from CNS Med to narrow 
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walking speed (β = -0.09, p value = 0.01 < 0.05) at year 1. Furthermore, the path from 
narrow walking speed to fall was statistically significant (β = -0.11, p value = 0.00 < 
0.05) at year 1. As a result, the path from CNS Med to narrow walking speed, the path 
from narrow walking speed to Fall, and the path from CNS Med to Fall were all 
statistically significant at year 1. Therefore, we concluded that narrow walking speed 
partially mediated the effect of CNS Med on Fall at year 1. However, the medication 
effect was not consistent over time. There were not statistically significant (p value > 
0.05) paths between CNS Med and narrow walking speed from year 2 to year 5. In 
addition, prior year had statistically significant effect on the following year in each 
indicator. For example, CNS Med in year 1 had a direct effect on CNS Med in year 2, 
with β =0.69, p value = 0.00< 0.01. The narrow walking speed in year 1 had a statistically 
significant effect on narrow walking speed in year 2, with β = 0.63, p value = 0.00< .01. 
The final path diagram shown that narrow gait speed only partially mediated the effect of 
CNS Med on Fall at year 1. There were no mediation effects between year 2 and year 5. 
Therefore, we partially rejected the null hypothesis that gait speed did not have a 
mediating effect on the relationship between taking CNS medication and occurrence of 
falls among older adults. 
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Summary  




The study supported seven hypotheses and did not support four. The next 
chapter would present discussion of the findings and relevant literature. Additionally, the 
next chapter will explore implications of the study findings, limitations of the study, and 





















Chapter Five: Conclusions and Discussions 
This study aimed to examine the risk factors associated with the occurrence of 
falls among older adults and any differences in these factors that may exist between older 
adults with cognitive impairment and those without it. Furthermore, this study 
investigated the associations between gait speeds, the effects of medication, and falls 
overtime. This chapter first presents the study results and compares them to existing 
literature; it then addresses the study’s contributions and limitations before outlining 
possible future research. 
Summary of Study Results 
Results of hypothesis one indicated that gender, the use of central nervous 
system (CNS) medication, cognitive score, depression score, and narrow walking speed 
were statistically significantly associated with falls in the general older adult population. 
Moreover, results of hypothesis two demonstrated that the risk factors associated with 
falls among older adults with cognitive impairment differ from those associated with falls 
among general older adults. For instance, usual walking speed was statistically 
significantly associated with falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. Under 
the research question three, the study also tested the association between walking speeds 
and falls in cognitively normal and cognitively impaired older adults. For older adults 
with normal cognition, there was a statistically significant association between narrow 
walking speed and the incidence of falls.    
Conversely, usual walking speed and change in narrow walking speed were 
statistically significantly associated with falls among older adults with cognitive 
impairment. While the study discovered a statistically significant association between the 
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use of CNS medication and the occurrence of falls among older adults with normal 
cognition, no statistically significant evidence indicated that the use of CNS medication 
was associated with the risk of falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. 
Finally, results of research question five shown insufficient evidence to prove that gait 
speed has a mediating effect on the relationship between the use of CNS medication and 
the incidence of falls over time. In fact, the final path diagram confirmed that narrow gait 
speed only partially mediated the effect of CNS medication on falls in year one. No 
mediation effects occurred between years two and five. 
Results of Prior Comparison Analysis 
After assessing the characteristics of the overall sample, we sorted participants 
into two groups based on cognitive status; older adults who had Teng Modified Mini-
Mental State Exam (3MS) scores below 80 were cognitively impaired, while those who 
had scores above 80 were cognitively normal. Comparing the characteristics of 
cognitively normal older adults to cognitively impaired older adults at the baseline 
resulted in the following findings: First, a higher percentage of older adults with 
cognitive impairment reported having difficulty walking 1/4 mile. In the literature, other 
studies have also indicated that cognitively impaired older adults have more severe gait 
impairment than cognitively normal ones (Nevitt, Cummings, & Hudes, 1991; Taylor, 
Lord, Delbaere, Mikolaizak, & Close, 2012). Second, usual gait speed and narrow gait 
speed differed significantly between cognitively impaired and cognitively normal older 
adults. Cognitively impaired older adults had a relatively slower usual and narrow gait 
speed. The literature reported similar findings. For instance, older adults with cognitive 
impairment displayed walking speed decline and reduced mean stride length that resulted 
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in an increased risk of falls (Sterke, Beeck, Looman, Kressig, & Cammen, 2012). The 
descriptive analysis of the number of medications and the use of CNS medication found 
no statistically significant difference between the two groups. Finally, the study 
demonstrated that cognitively impaired older adults reported lower self-rated overall 
health, with around 30% of them reporting fair self-rated overall health. The results of 
prior analysis consisted with literature that the cognitively impaired older adults were 
differing from the cognitively normal older adults included self-rated overall health, 
walking ability, and walking speeds. Therefore, this study developed research questions 
and tested how risk factors associated with falls among cognitively impaired older adults 
were different from general older adults. 
Discussion of Findings 
Discussion of Research Question 1 
Having explored the risk factors associated with the occurrence of falls among 
the general older adult population, this study found that age, race, body mass index 
(BMI), the number of medications taken, and the ease of walking 1/4 mile were not 
significantly associated with the risk of falls; nonetheless, gender, depression score, 3MS 
score, the use of CNS medication, and narrow walking speed significantly correlated with 
the occurrence of falls in the general older adult population. Findings from questions 1 
partially confirmed the findings in the literature. The risk factors identified in this study 
were also found to be statistically significant in the literature (Tinetti, Speechley, & 
Ginter, 1988; Nevitt, 1989; Tinetti, Doucette, Claus, & Marottoli, 1995; Robertson, 
Campbell, Gardner, & Devlin, 2002; Ambrose, Paul, & Hausdorff, 2013). For example, 
the current study indicates that women are less likely than men to experience falls. In the 
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literature, one study found that women seek fall prevention strategies more actively than 
men; the incidence rate of falls is therefore lower for women (Stevens et al., 2012). 
Studies have also verified that depressive symptoms are associated with falls among older 
adults (Stalenhoef, Diederiks, Knottnerus, Kester, & Crebolder, 2002; Deandrea et al., 
2010). This study similarly demonstrates that older adults with severe depressive 
symptoms are more likely than others to fall. The depression symptoms might influence 
gait performance and indirectly affect the risk of falls (Iaboni & Flint, 2013). For 
Research Questions 3 and 4, depression was thus considered a covariate variable when 
the study tested the associations between gait speed, the effects of medication, and falls. 
In addition, results of this study indicated that age, race, BMI were not significant risk 
factors. These factors also found not significant in the literature (Hanlon, Landerman, 
Fillenbaum, & Studenski, 2002, Deandrea et al., 2010, Smee, Anson, Waddington, & 
Berry, 2012). Some findings of this study are different from pervious literature review. 
This study indicated that a high 3MS score was positively associated with the incidence 
of falls—that is, older adults with high 3MS scores were more likely than those with low 
3MS scores to report falls at their annual clinic visits. Previous studies indicated that 
older adults with cognitive impairment had high risk of falls (Kallin, Gustafson, Sandman, 
& Karlsson, 2005; Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008). In addition, researchers 
claimed that the risk of fall four times higher in the group of residents, who took between 
five and nine medications (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002). However, study did not 
found there was association between numbers of medication and falls. 
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Discussion of Research Question 2 
The results from research question 2 demonstrated that the risk factor associated 
with the occurrence of falls among older adults with cognitive impairment was usual 
walking speed. This finding indicates that older adults who had faster usual walking 
speed less likely to fall. Previous studies have found that cognitively impaired older 
adults are more likely than cognitively normal older adults to have gait impairment and 
balance problems that impact their walking ability (Taylor, Lord, Delbaere, Mikolaizak, 
& Close, 2012; Kikkert et al., 2017). It found a negative association between gait and the 
risk of falls (Gleason, Gangnon, Fischer, & Mahoney, 2009; Nazir, Mueller, Perkins, & 
Arling, 2012; Amboni, Barone, & Hausdorff, 2013). In addition, study results supported 
that age, gender, race, BMI were not significant risk factors among cognitively impaired 
older adults. Same results also found in the literature (Hanlon, Landerman, Fillenbaum, & 
Studenski, 2002, Horikawa et al., 2005; Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008; 
Deandrea et al., 2010, Sterke et al.,2012). Different from pervious studies, study did not 
have significant evidence supported depression symptoms, use of CNS medication, 
number of medications were risk factors of fall among cognitively impaired older adults. 
Contrasting the findings for older adults with no cognitive impairment, gender, 
depression score, 3MS score, the use of CNS medication, and narrow walking speed were 
not significantly associated with the occurrence of falls among older adults with cognitive 
impairment. We compared these findings with those from Research Question 1 and 
concluded that the risk factors associated with falls among cognitively impaired older 
adults were different. 
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Discussion of Research Question 3 
Research question 3 examined the association between gait speed and falls 
among cognitively normal and cognitively impaired older adults. Interestingly, the study 
found that narrow walking speed was statistically significantly associated with falls 
among the cognitively normal older adults. Older adults with faster narrow walking 
speeds were less likely to suffer falls; nevertheless, changing narrow walking speed was 
significantly associated with falls among the cognitively impaired older adults. In the 
literature, various studies have indicated that gait speed is negatively associated with the 
risk of falls (Maki & Mcilroy, 1999; Hausdorff, Rios, & Edelberg, 2001; Verghese, 
Holtzer, Lipton, & Wang, 2009). The current study’s findings not only support an 
association between gait speed and the occurrence of falls but also demonstrate that the 
interaction between these two variables is different for cognitively normal older adults 
than cognitively impaired ones. For older adults with cognitive impairment, it is more 
important to address the change in narrow gait speed. If their narrow gait speeds decline 
over time, they become more likely to suffer falls.  
Discussion of Research Question 4 
Research question 4 tested the association between the effects of CNS 
medication and the occurrence of falls among cognitively normal and cognitively 
impaired older adults. As the literature review established, the use of CNS medication 
increases the risk of falls (Neutel, Perry & Maxwell, 2002; Costa-Dias et al., 2014). This 
study yielded the same results, indicating an association between the use of CNS 
medication and the occurrence of falls among cognitively normal older adults. However, 
despite prior research indicating that cognitively impaired older adults receive more 
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medication than cognitively normal older adults (Shaw, 2007; Fernando, Fraser, 
Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-Hunter, 2017), this study found no evidence to prove that the 
use of CNS medication significantly associated with falls among cognitively impaired 
older adults. It was unexpected that this study was not observe an association between the 
use of CNS medication and the risk of falls, as other studies have confirmed that the use 
of CNS medication increases the risk of falls (Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 
2008; Sterke et al., 2012; Fernando, Fraser, Hendriksen, Kim, & Muir-Hunter, 2017). 
This dissimilar result could be due to the inclusion of cognitively impaired older adults or 
a limitation related to study design.      
Discussion of Research Question 5 
The final research question proposes a path analysis to test the mediating effect 
of gait speed on the relationship between the use of CNS medication and the occurrence 
of falls over five-year waves. The results indicated that the use of CNS medication did 
not have a significant effect on narrow gait speed over time. This finding is consistent 
with that of a previous study that found no statistically significant association between 
taking multiple CNS medications and gait speed (Wilson et al., 2010). In addition, other 
research did not find that drug interaction was associated with gait speed decline among 
older adults (Naples et al., 2016); however, it did find that users of CNS medication have 
an increased risk of future incident mobility limitations, such as a decrease in self-
reported ease of walking a quarter mile (Boudreau et al., 2009). Furthermore, it has been 
suggested that a higher dose of CNS medication is associated with physical function 
decline (Gray et al., 2003). The association between the use of CNS medication and 
physical function decline is only statistically significant when older adults exceed the 
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recommended dose of medication (Gray et al., 2003). Results indicated a significant 
correlation between the use of CNS medication and falls over time—that is, taking CNS 
medication had a significant direct impact on the incidence of falls. In fact, previous 
studies have verified that taking CNS medication increases the risk of falls (Neutel, Perry 
& Maxwell, 2002; Costa-Dias et al., 2014). The path analysis revealed significant prior 
associations between each variable, which indicates that a previous incidence of a fall 
impacted the incidence of a fall in the following year. This finding is consistent with 
existing literature, which proposes that many older adults suffer recurring falls after their 
first fall (Rapp, Becker, Lamb, Icks, & Klenk, 2008; Berry et al., 2008), and has several 
implications: This study contributes to the existing body of knowledge by proposing a 
path analysis to examine the relationships between narrow gait speed, the use of CNS 
medication, and the incidence of falls over time. Researchers have not found a significant 
association between drug interactions and gait speed decline (Naples et al., 2016). The 
results of this study also do not support that narrow gait speed is a mediator between the 
use of CNS medication and the incidence of falls. However, this study did find that the 
use of CNS medication had an impact on the narrow walking speed at the first-year wave, 
which suggests that clinicians should inform older adults about possible changes in 
walking performance when they start taking a new CNS medication to minimize their 
risk of falls. 
Why some findings differ from literature? 
The different results could due to the participations of fall prevention program. 
Older adults who have participated in fall prevention programs might differ from those 
who have not. In the literature review, many studies have identified older adults with 
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cognitive impairment as a high-risk group (Shaw et al., 2003; Kallin, Gustafson, 
Sandman, & Karlsson, 2005; Eriksson, Gustafson, & Lundin-Olsson, 2008). These older 
adults may, therefore, receive early intervention that results in a reduction of the acute 
incidence rate of falls (Leung, Lou, Chan, Yung, & Chi, 2010; Hernandez, Coelho, 
Gobbi, & Stella, 2010). This finding infers that older adults with better cognitive function 
may be less interested in enrolling in a fall prevention program than those with worse 
cognitive function, which would cause them to have a higher incidence rate of falls. 
Therefore, future fall risk assessment tools should report any history of intervention.  
Although this study demonstrates that some risk factors become insignificant 
among older adults with cognitive impairment, health care providers should still address 
those risk factors and understand their possible causes. For example, the previous study 
found that the use of CNS medication associated with cognitive decline (Wright et al., 
2009). However, this study finds no statistically significant association between taking 
CNS medication and falls among older adults with cognitive impairments. After further 
review literature, we noticed that the effects of taking CNS medication influenced the 
result of cognitive status (Wright et al., 2009). Researchers therefore still need to consider 
the use of CNS medication because it highly correlated with cognitive status. Therefore, 
the effect of the CNS medication on falls might mediate by the cognitive function. The 
literature also indicates that practitioners can use two fall risk assessment tools together 
to help them evaluate the risk of falls more accurately (Park, 2017). The use of CNS 
medication would undoubtedly influence older adults’ cognition and cause them to suffer 
falls. Finally, the results of current study are based on the factors we included into the 
model. Since the study used a secondary dataset, there was limitation of risk factors that 
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could be tested in the model. This study was also not able to include the dosage of 
medications, vision, pain symptoms, those possible fall risk factors in the literature 
review. Several studies have indicated an association between the dosage of CNS 
medication and functional status (Gray et al., 2003; Hanlon et al., 2009; Peron, Gray, & 
Hanlon, 2011); we therefore proposed that future research should test this association. 
Practical Implications 
The practical implications of these findings help practitioners to improve fall 
risk assessments for community-dwelling older adults and improve the current fall risk 
assessments. The initial step for implementing interventions to reduce the risk of falls 
among older adults is choosing the appropriate fall risk assessment. The appropriate fall 
risk assessment not only can identify individuals at risk of falls but also advise target 
interventions. According to the literature review, there was not one standardized fall risk 
assessment used for all older adults. Practitioners should choose an assessment based on 
different settings. The common fall risk assessments used for community-dwelling older 
adults include the Tinetti Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment, the Berg Balance 
Scale, the Elderly Fall Screening Test, and the Timed Up and Go Test (Tinetti, Williams, 
& Mayewski, 1986; Muir, Berg, Chesworth, & Speechley, 2008; Cwikel, Fried, 
Biderman, & Galinsky, 1998; Shumway-Cook, Brauer, & Wooliacott, 2000). The 
findings of this study could help practitioners to choose and promote fall risk assessments 
in community settings. This study confirms that the use of CNS medication, cognitive 
status, depression status, and narrow walking speed are important factors considered 
during clinic screenings to predict the risk of falls for older adults. Moreover, the findings 
suggest that fall risk assessment tools for community-dwelling older adults should 
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measure not only gait patterns but also include medication usage, cognitive status, and 
depression status. The study findings support that risk factors associated with falls were 
different from generally older adults. Therefore, the fall risk assessment should include 
multiple factors. In fact, a previous study also found that fall risk assessments with 
walking tasks and cognitive tasks can better predict the risk of falls for older adults with 
cognitive impairment (Gonçalves et al., 2018) 
The results also demonstrate that fall risk assessments need to consider CNS 
medication, including the kind of CNS medication taken and its dosage. According to the 
literature, researchers found that benzodiazepines and antipsychotic drugs increased the 
risk of falls (Neutel, Perry, & Maxwell, 2002). Indeed, many standard fall risk assessment 
tools include medication use as a fall risk indicator; during an assessment, practitioners 
ask individuals whether they have taken CNS medication or specific medications, such as 
benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, and antidepressants (Hartikainen, Lonnroos, & 
Louhivuori, 2007). The most recent fall risk assessment tool to consider medication fall 
risk score (RxFS) has proven to be useful in acute care settings (Beasley & Patatanian, 
2009; Yazdani & Hall, 2017). In fact, one study indicated that including an RxFS score 
improved the specificity of fall risk assessments (Yazdani & Hall, 2017). We therefore 
proposed that practitioners consider including RxFS in fall risk assessments for 
community-dwelling older adults.  
In summary, the current study’s findings support and recommend using 
comprehensive fall risk assessment tools that include multiple risk factors. The 
practitioners can adopt one of the comprehensive fall risk assessment tools ----FRAT-up 
(Palumbo, Palmerini, Bandinelli, & Chiari, 2015). This test is a web-based fall risk 
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assessment tool for community-dwelling older adults that measures gait patterns, 
medication usage, cognitive status, and depression status. The FRAT-up test is an 
effective and reliable fall risk assessment tool (Cattelani et al., 2015). In the future, it 
could test other possible risk factors and constitute improve the comprehensive fall risk 
assessment tool. 
Theoretical Contributions 
The contribution from a theoretical perspective confirms that the incidence of 
falls results from the interaction of multiple factors. This study used the Neuman Systems 
Model and Web of Causation theory to test the factors associated with falls among older 
adults. According to both theories, the incidence of falls is the result of multiple factors 
(MacMahon, Pugh, & Ipsen, 1960, Reed, 1993). The findings of this study also indicate 
that the incidence of falls results from multiple risk factors, such as the use of CNS 
medication, walking speed, cognitive score, and depression. Under the Neuman systems 
model, the individual is an open system that interacts with and adapts to internal and 
external stressors (Reed, 1993). The interactions of factors may affect the individual’s 
lines of defense. In fact, the risk of falls closely related to the number of risk factors an 
individual is facing; an increase in the number of risk factors would most likely result in 
an increase in falls. Examining the different risk factors should help to explain the 
prevalence of falls among older adults. The Neuman systems model highlights the need 
to consider internal and external factors (Neuman & Fawcett, 2012). Since one limitation 
of this study is that it includes only internal factors, future research could include 
environmental factors. In addition, as the web of causation theory addresses interactions 
between different factors, we proposed using a path analysis in our study to examine how 
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each factor is associated with the risk of falls among older adults. Based on the results 
from the study, we suggested that the conceptual framework still valid and future 
research could use different variables to test possible interactions and how each factor 
effects on falls among older adults. 
Methodological Contributions 
The methodological contribution of this study is that it used a longitudinal 
cohort design, which allowed us to follow the same group of participants throughout the 
five-year study period. Instead of using a cross-sectional study, which tests only one 
point in time, we used a longitudinal one to examine how different risk factors contribute 
to the incidence of falls over time. It identified specific factors associated with falls 
among aging adults over time. The results are more stable compared to cross-sectional 
studies. The limited study also compared the fall risk factors of cognitively normal and 
cognitively impaired older adults. Indeed, it not only investigated the risk factors 
associated with older adults but also indicated that different risk factors are associated 
with falls when cognitively impaired older adults are being compared to cognitively 
normal ones. The Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) model is considered the better 
statistical method to use in longitudinal studies that can avoid unverifiable assumptions, 
which might lead to biased results (Hubbard et al., 2010). This study used GEE model to 
test the risk factors associated with falls among cognitively normal and cognitively 
impaired older adults. It was able to test the sustainability of relationships between risk 
factors and falls over time. The findings advise improvement for all current fall risk 
assessments and reinforce different fall prevention programs for older adults with 
cognitive impairment.  
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The study used the path analysis to test mediating effect. The path analysis over 
the five-year waves included not only the cross-sectional associations but also prior 
associations and the possibility of autoregressive pathways. The results reveal that the use 
of CNS medication had a direct impact on the risk of falls and that clinicians should 
manage the use of CNS medication. The results also confirm prior associations between 
each indicator; for example, the use of CNS medication in year one had a direct effect on 
the use of CNS medication in year two. Older adults should therefore monitor their 
medication use. Furthermore, the final path diagram demonstrates that narrow gait speed 
only partially mediated the effect of CNS medication on falls in year one, and no 
mediation effects occurred between years two and five. We therefore partially reject the 
null hypothesis that gait speed has no mediating effect on the relationship between the 
use of CNS medication and the occurrence of falls among older adults. The fact that the 
findings of this study were different from some previous studies might be due to method 
selection. As the current study is limited based on data availability, future studies should 
use different variables and methods. Moreover, we suggest using the dosage of CNS 
medication, gait speed, and the number of falls to conduct the latent growth curve model, 
which is an application of a structural equation model that can examine the changes of 
variables over time and the relationships between all trajectories. This model not only 





The limitations of this study include research design, generalizability, selection 
bias, factors not considered, and limited use of control variables. These limitations are 
discussed in greater detail hereafter. 
Research design 
The first limitation of this study is the longitudinal retrospective cohort design. 
This study did not have an experimental design; hence, it could not establish causal 
relationships between risk factors and outcomes. This study was a follow-up on the same 
group of older adults used in a previous study but who differed with respect to certain 
factors and aimed to test how these factors affected a specific outcome. However, this 
study was not longitudinal study to explore trajectories of risk factors of falls.  This study 
used a secondary data set; therefore, the study period based on the availability of data for 
certain variables. For example, the study only reported the cognitive function and 
medication usage of the original sample from 2006 to 2010. This limitation created a 
concern about the valid period of time for the particular outcome. 
Selection Bias 
Selection bias is part of the research design limitation. The original Health ABC 
Study recruited older adults from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from 
Pittsburgh and Memphis. The recruitment process done on a voluntary basis, which may 
mean that there is a selection bias built into the study. Those older adults might have had 
a lower rate of falls than those not selected (i.e., those who did not volunteer). 
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Lost to follow-up 
This study analyzed the risk factors associated with occurrence of falls over a 5-
year study period. The study compared risk factors associated with occurrence of falls 
among cognitively impaired older adults and those associate with occurrence of falls 
among cognitively normal older adults. Differential follow-up between the groups might 
have created biased results. In the original Health ABC Study, we notice that the 
researchers were not able to track outcomes for many subjects from the cognitive 
impairment group and these data were lost. The reasons for losing the reports are 
unknown. The missing data in one group thus created a limitation in the sense that the 
differences between the groups might be associated with differential observation. 
Generalizability 
This study also lacks generalizability. The original Health ABC Study randomly 
selected older adults from population-based lists of Medicare enrollees from Pittsburgh 
and Memphis,. The neighborhood environments of the older adults in these two cities 
were different from other cities in the United States. For example, the poverty rates in 
Pittsburgh and Memphis were over 20%. Therefore, older adults from these two cities 
might have lacked resources to live in aging-friendly environments and exposed to more 
hazardous conditions. In addition, researcher should address population density when 
discussing older adults from different cities. For example, older adults from New York 
City have different living environment and health prevention programs available to them. 
Such factors might influence the incidence rate of falls. Therefore, the incidence rate of 
falls and the risk factors in the current study could be different from those in other cities 
in the United States, which would lead to different results than would be obtained from 
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research involving older adults from other cities. Consequently, we are not able to 
generalize the study results. 
Factors Not Considered 
One of the important limitations of this study is the limited number of factors 
taken into consideration in the Health ABC survey. This study used a secondary data set 
from the Health ABC Study; hence, the original study might not collect some factors that 
may have been relevant. As a result, we were not able to include all relevant factors in 
this study. The doses of medication would have been different among the older adults in 
the sample; some older adults would have received high doses of medication and others 
not. Dosage is thus an important factor we should consider and test in relation to risk of 
falls. Therefore, it is suggested that dosage of medication should be included in future 
studies. For the gait dynamic, the current study used gait speed as a factor to analyze the 
association between gait and risk of a fall. This approach created a limitation in 
explaining gait dynamic due to the exclusion of other indicators such as stride length, 
swing phase, and stance time. It is recommended that other indicators of gait dynamic 
should include in future studies. Furthermore, future studies should consider more risk 
factors that are possibly associated with falls. For example, system of pain might also 
influence older adults’ functional decline and could be associated with risk of a fall. The 
issue with not including symptom of pain is that site of pain could be a factor that directly 
influences gait dynamic and indirectly affects risk of falls. A change in gait speed might 
be due to pain. The future studies should address environmental factors. Absence of 
additional relevant factors in the current study is thus an important limitation. 
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Limited use of control variables 
A weakness of this study is the limited use of control variables. The study needs 
to consider more control variables. For example, economic status and prior fall 
prevention might need to be included as control variables. Older adults are likely to eat a 
less nutritious diet if they are poor. Also, older adults who receive fall prevention will 
more actively improve their physical functioning and avoid hazardous activities. 
Sample size 
Although the sample size for this study was sufficient, the subgroup of 
cognitively impaired older adults was relatively small. Most of the older adults in this 
study were cognitively normal and a small number of older adults were cognitively 
impaired. Therefore, there is a sample size issue for the cognitively impaired subgroup of 
older adults. Future studies should increase the sample size for the older adults with 
cognitive impairment. 
Future Research 
This study helps researchers and health care providers better understand the risk 
of falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. There are several suggestions for 
such future research. Firstly, this study supported the hypothesis that the risk factors 
associated with falls were different for cognitively impaired older adults than for the 
general older adult population. Therefore, future research can add additional factors to 
test the associations – including dosage of medication, vision status, and pain symptoms. 
There is also a need to test different risk factors associated with cognitively impaired 
older adults. Secondly, we noticed that the indications for cognitive impairment were 
different in the literature. Some studies used a 3MS score below 77 to determine 
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cognitive impairment (Bland & Newman, 2001; Davis, Rockwood, Mitnitski, & 
Rockwood, 2011), as differed to a threshold of 3MS score below 80 (used in this study). 
Future studies could increase the sample size of the older adults with cognitive 
impairment and use different measurements to indicate the cognitive impairment. The 
association between risk factors and falls among those participants can then be re-tested. 
Finally, future research could include the number of falls as an outcome variable. One of 
the goals in fall prevention is not only to reduce the incidence rate of falls but also 
prevent repeated falls among older adults. Therefore, future research can also look into 
the risk factors associated with number of falls and, thus, produce more robust study 
findings. 
Conclusions 
This study explored the risk factors associated with falls among older adults with 
cognitive impairment. The research analyzed how gait speed and medication impact the 
incidences of falls among cognitively impaired elderly individuals in comparison with 
those among the general elderly population. The results confirmed the association 
between gait speed, taking CNS medication and falls among older adults. The current 
study findings suggest that practitioners could use usual walking speeds to assess the risk 
of falls among cognitively impaired older adults. For cognitively normal older adults, 
practitioners could further measure narrow walking speeds to detect the risk of falling. In 
addition, current study results suggested using a comprehensive fall risk assessment that 
includes medication measures. This study supported the notion that there were different 
risk factors associated with falls among older adults with cognitive impairment. 
Therefore, healthcare providers might need to use different fall risk assessments for older 
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adults with cognitive impairment. The study’s findings expanded upon the existing 
knowledge and indicated that more needs to be done to study that target older adults with 
cognitive impairment. For example, researchers need to further text how medication 
effects interact with cognitive functions and have an impact on the risk of falling. 
Moreover, falls have been a hot topic in healthcare; these study findings suggested the 
research direction focus on the risk of falls in the sub population---cognitively impaired 
older adults. Future research could continue to address on fall risks among cognitively 
impaired older adults, include more potential risk factors and add the number of falls as 
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